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Pref ace 
Generals: 
The operation or even the existence of most technical infrastructures is connected 
with hazards t o  the environment and to  human beings. 
In the nuclear industry, these hazards emerge from the handling of radioactive 
material, while in process industries they are related to  burnable, explosive, or 
toxic substances. 
The scientific work at the Institute for Safety Research (IFS) Covers a wide range 
of safety related investigations, including: 
- safety assessment of existing and future plants by analyzing hypothetical 
accidents, 
- estimation of safety margins and residual lifetimes by studying materials 
degradation and materials ageing due to operational loads, 
- improvement of operational safety by developing model and Pattern 
recognition based methods for early failure detection, 
- risk assessment and risk management of conventional waste deposits by 
hazard ranking with expert systems and by decision Support. 
During 1995, efforts were specifically undertaken to  deepen the methodical 
character of IFS research, i. e. to  focus model and code development upon basic 
phenomena related to  accidental sequences and technical diagnostics. The efforts 
were further directed t o  measuring techniques and monitoring procedures that 
can be applied as well in  nuclear as in process industries. 
In particular, the IFS works on the following research tasks, which in general split 
into several projects: 
investigation of thermo-fluiddynamic single effects 
thermalhydraulics and neutron kinetics for accident analysis 
materials safety 
simulation of radiation and particle transport 
mechanical integrity of  technical systems and process monitoring 
hazard ranking and risk management for waste deposits 
magneto-hydrodynamics of  conductive fluids 
renewable energies 
The attached graphs give an overview about sources and deployment o f  funding 
on the different research tasks. The external funding through research grants and 
contracts with the industry considerably increased the available manpower. In 
1995 about 50% of the staff was externatiy financed. As a rule, this part of the 
personnel worked on special applications and modifications of methods and toofs. 
This e. g. concerns the qualification of therrnalhydraulics, neutron kinetics, and 
rnechanical accident analysis codes for VVER specific applications. It further 
concerns fluenee cafculations of the VVER reactor pressure vessels, modeling of 
the prirnary circeiit vibration behaviour and the development and instaliation of an 
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operational monitoring System as a pilot project at the Saporoshye NPP in 
Ukraine. 
The relations with the Dresden Technical University (TUD) were drastically 
substantiated. TUD and IFS closely work together in the framework of an 
"Innovationskolleg" of DFG about the magneto-fluiddynamics of conductive fluids. 
Five of 11  total projects with that college were located at Rossendorf. In this 
way, the DFG will support the Research Center Rossendorf wi th 2.3 . 106 DM 
over the next three years. 
Moreover, the IFS succeeded in sustainably strengthening relations with the 
European Union by accomplishing the study on "Identification of Topics for 
Cooperation between the European Community and Eastern European Contries in 
the Field of Nuclear Reactor Safety, Radioactive Waste and Site Restoration". 
This study is one of the guide lines along which common safety research project 
with Eastern institutions can be arranged. 
lmportant Results: 
Thermofluiddvnamics/neutron kinetics 
A laboratory set-up for basic experimental work in transient t w o  phase flows 
could be finished. Operation with air and water was started in December 1995. 
Steam water operation is envisaged for spring 1996. 
Based on the validated version of the neutron kinetics code DYN3D for hexagonal 
fuel elements which are typical for VVER reactors, a version for squared fuel 
element Cross sections is now available. This version has passed several 
benchmark calculations on BWR (Boiling Water Reactors) and PWR (Pressurized 
Water Reactors) scenarios. 
Materials safetp 
Sponsored by  DFG, X-ray small angle scattering with a micro-beam has for the 
first time been applied t o  scan the deformation field ahead of a crack tip. This 
analysis unambigouosly reveals deformation induced structural changes. The 
nature of  these changes is not yet completely clarified. However, the expected 
creation of rnicro-voids could not be confirmed. 
Vi v s  r i f acciden scenari 
Structural dynamic modelling of the pressure vessel and internals for a BWR was 
started. Emphasis is particularly put on the ioad-deflection behaviour of  the core 
shroud and of the RPV. These components are modeled as shell and volume 
elements to  caiculate the mechanical Stress distrubution due t o  pressure and 
temperature transients during emergency core cooling. 
A validated mode! for the sirnulation of vibrations of VVER-440 reactors is now 
availabte for routine application. 
Particle and radiation trans- . . 
A Monte-Carlo-programme for the simulation of the one-dimensional transport of 
high energetic "heavy" ions in heterogeneous human tissue was developed. This 
tool is primarily used to  estimate the dose contribution of light fragments in ion 
Cancer therapy. The energy straggling of the primary particles and the energy 
distributions of the light fragments could be calculated for special phantoms 
constituted from different layers. The dose increase in the far reaching tail by the 
fragments could clearly be shown. 
Risk assessment of waste de~osits/decision analvsis . . 
Decision analytical methods have proven to  be applicable in the selection of an 
appropriate remediation technique for conventional waste deposits. The multi 
Person decision model (system of decision criteria, specific attributes for the 
deposit, risk behaviour of the involved institutions and persons) has been 
quantified for a deposit in Saxony (BergenILausitz). The involved environmental 
offices, the regional authorities, and the firms offering remediation technologies 
accepted the decision analytical approach and partially even regarded it helpful. 

STUDIES OF LIQUID-GASEOUS TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS BY 
POSITRON EMlTTlNG RADIOTRACERS 
F. Hensel 
1. lntroduction 
The imaging technique of Positron Emission Tomography PET originates from nuclear 
medicine. It is mainly applied as an in vivo non invasive tool by which metabolic activities 
can be investigated. Typical PET positron emitters like "C, 1 3 ~ ,  150 and 18F can substi- 
tute naturally occurring isotopes in a wide variety of organic compounds. Besides the 
medical imaging, industrial and engineering applications are known. Examples are the 
investigation of chemical processes e.g. catalysis [2] and water flow monitoring in an oil 
resewoir rock [3]. Even for problems related to transpori and mixing in foams or flows 
with high gas fractions, PET seems to be an appropriate experimental technique. 
PET is based on a coincidence detection technique. If a positron and an electron annihi- 
late, two 51 1 keV photons are emitted into opposite directions. So the place of annihila- 
tion can be located along the line joining two detectors with coincident signals. Image 
reconstruction methods allow the determination of the spatial tracer distribution from a 
set of event projections. Several effects are limiting the accuracy [6]. In the case dis- 
cussed here the distance between the emission and the annihilation point of the positron 
is very important. In water, typical values for these stopping ranges are about 2 mm [6]. 
Typical densities of the interesting two phase systems are about 10% of the density of 
water under normal conditions. This causes much higher ranges in some of the planned 
applications, where the positron range becomes the most important limiting effect. 
The feasibility studies on radiotracer applications for two-phase flow systems started in 
1994. The main goal was to obsewe mixing and flow processes with sufficient spatial 
and time resolution. The first experiments were performed using a locally fixed 45~ i  
positron source. The results of a numerical simulation of the positron ranges were 
checked against density measurements of two-phase media which are based on the 
density dependence of positron ranges. Kinematic transpori measurements were carried 
out in two-phase flows with the isotope 18F in a liquid tracer. A double head spherical 
PET-scanner was used, which was originally developed for treatment plan verification of 
3D conformal radiation therapy [I]. 
2. Density Measurement 
The density measurement technique is just based on the density (p) dependence of the 
positron range r. In V] the following equation can be found, which based on the assump- 
tion of a continuous slowing down of the positrons (i.e. the use of a stopping power): 
R is a material dependent quantity varying with the starting energy E. of the positron. 
Thus positron range distributions can be used to determine the density of a medium. 

foam block holder can be Seen in the mid of the picture. Most of the positrons are emitted 
directly into the foam block, all other annihilate inside the source holder material. 
The experimental data were also used to assess the feasibility of the technique when 
using a simpler detector arrangement. So, no three-dimensional reconstruction was 
made. A sketch of the simplified geometry is given in Fig. 3. It consists of pairs of oppo- 
site detector columns. The allowed coincidences are symbolized as straight lines. The 
width of the detector columns can be varied in steps of 6.75 mm, the single crystal size. 
detector columns 
positron 
Fig. 3: Simplified Detector: Colurnns with direct coincidences only, top view 
Fig. 4 shows the coincidence rates for that arrangement. For the given case the column 
width is one crystal. Fifteen columns have been used. The curves obtained in the exper- 
iments show the Same behavior like the calculated ones. A detailed evaluation, including 
an error estimation and an optimization for the simplified detector assembly is currently 
under Progress. 
Opposite detector columns, direct coincidences 
Material: polystyrene 
Positron source: "Ti 
30 kglm3 
-------______ 
Fig. 4: Coincidence rates obtained for the simplified detector arrangement, 
caicuiation (left) and experiment with 45~ i  source (right) 
3. Tracer Transport Measurements 
Typicai applications might be the investigation of turbulent transport processes and the 
distribution of solved substances in liquids and foams. Appropriate marking substances 
really occurring in the investigated System (e.g. surfactants, detergents) should be used. 
However, the positron ranges provoke resolutioln limitations particularly in low density 
media. A point source of positrons causes annihilations in a certain area around the 
source. For distributed positron sources, this leads to a "smearing" of the measured 
tracer concentration. 
In a first experiment, the transport of a tracer in a turbulent bubbly flow generated in a 
tank (Fig. 5) was studied. The tracer injector allows a low momentum injection of about 
0.8 ml of the tracer liquid. Ink injection tests are possible, too. The liquid phase was dis- 
tilled water with additives of isopropanol and NaCI. Pressurized air was injected. NaF 
('*F) was used as tracer because of its half-life of 1.83h and a low maximum positron 
energy (0.63MeV) causing a small positron range. This enables a better resolution. Fur- 
ther, NaF behaves very similar to NaCl and is therefore suited to study the developing 
distribution spreading of NaCl in the bubbly flow. 
Fig. 5: Experimental setup for tracer spreading investigations 
For certain time intervals, a midplane backprojection of the eventlines was carried out. 
The resulting distributions prove that even activities of only about I-5MBq can supply 
quantitative insights into the spreading process. Fig. 6 shows typical normalized tracer 
concentration distributions. In each 500 ms time interval about 50.000 events have been 
processed. Similar experiments were made for mixing processes inside a vertical tube. 
Fig. 6: lnstantaneous midplane concentrations of the tracer in the bubbly medium 
(before injection and 2 seconds after tracer injection) 
Another experiment dealt with the drainage of a surfactant stabilized foam. The foam 
was generated by shaking a tracer containing liquid inside a plastic bottle. Tracer con- 
centration distributions are given in Fig. 7. The summation time interval her@ was 1.5s. 
The Summation for the first distribution starts with the beginning of the dry out, the n@xt 
picture is taken 7.5s later. For the evaluation of this experiment, a detailed knowiedge of 
range effects is needed, because the decreasing local foam density affects the positron 
range. Nevertheless, the obtained Course of space dependent concentration changes 
qualitatively confirms the assumed behavior. 
Fig. 7: Midplane concentrations of the tracer in the foam Drainage (immediately 
after shaking and 7.5s later) 
4. Conclusions 
The feasibility of a density measuring technique based on PET could be shown. Future 
efforts are directed to detector optimization to develop an easy to handle low cost exper- 
imental assembly. It should contain an encapsulated positron source and 2-4 pairs of 
detectors to Cover a wide density range. 
Liquid positron emitting tracers were successfully applied to monitor transport processes 
in bubbly flows. At present PET is still restricted to slow processes, due to the necessary 
summation or integration of event data to calculate a spatial distribution with sufficient 
statistical accuracy. A full 8dimensional reconstruction still requires much more data. 
However, if the experiments are restricted to geometries where the distribution depen- 
dence for one direction is of minor importance, a simple and time sparing midplane back- 
projection can be applied. So the time intervals and the needed radioactive inventory can 
be reduced. Time resolutions of about 0.5s can be achieved. For an exact determination 
of a concentration distribution algorithms are required, which can take into account 
effects like positron range and false coincidences generated by scattering and random 
events. 
Transport processes in bubbly flows and foams seem to be appropriate subjects for PET 
tracer techniques. Generally PET isotopes are availabte in a wide range of half-lives and 
elements, thus tracers can be tailored for very different technical investigations. 
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DEPRESSURIZATION OF FOAMING LlQUlDS 
H. Steinkamp 
1. lntroduction 
In chemical reactors the temperature can increase by the runaway of an exotherrnal 
chemical reaction or by external heating. This causes a pressure rise within the reactor 
and may under unfavourable conditions result in uncontrolled release of toxic, bumable and 
explosive substances. In order to prevent the damage of the equipment, the reactor is 
equipped with a safety valve. It has to be guaranteed, that the pressure inside the reactor 
remains in an admissible range. A retention system is installed to collect the vented fluids. 
Experimental investigations are carried out to study the influence of foaming liquids on the 
hydrodynamic processes during emergency depressurization. Foam production has a 
significant effect on the two-phase mixture inside the reactor, because it leads to an 
increase of the gas hold-up. The present work deals with the influence of different low- 
molecular-weight surfactants on the foam production and the resulting entrainment of the 
liquid phase into the vent-line. 
2. Experimental set up 
In order to investigate the mass discharge of gas and liquid a small-scale test facility was 
set up. This small scale blow-down system is shown in Fig. 1. Main part is a model of the 
chemical reactor. It has an inner diameter of I lOmm and a height of 380mm. The 8mm 
safety valve is simulated by a magnetic valve located in the vent-line on top of the reactor. 
The released fluids are lead 
through the vent line into the 
cyclone to separate the vented 
two-phase mixture. The vessels 
are made of acrylglas to 0 b s e ~ e  
the fluid dynamic process optic- 
ally during depressurization. 
During the experiments the pres- 
Sure inside the reactor and the 
temperature of the reactants are 
measured. In order to determine 
the void fraction of the two- @ 
phase mixture the pressure dif- 
ference is measured in three 
axial sections of the reactor. 
The volume flow of the dis- 
charaed iiauid is measured bv 
Separator Reactor Tank 
Fig I :Small scale blowdown system 
weighting t6e mass wilected in ihe separator. The ejected gas Row rate is measured with 
a flow metre. 
The reaction sf sodium carbonate and sulphurk acid was chosen as a model of a gas 
producing runaway readion. A 10%-sodium carbonate solution inside the reactor is mixed 
with the 20%-acid out of the tank and carbondioxid is produced. The kinetic of the reaction 
is controlled by the injected volurne flow rate of acid. h oder to investigate the influence 
of foam production during dppressurization different alcohois are added to the sodium 
carbonate in the reador. 
3. Experimental results 
For the case of carbonate solution without surface active additives, the volumetric gas 
fraction inside the reactor is shown in Fig. 2. At the beginning of the experiment the reactor 
is 60% filled with sodium carbonate solution. So the void fraction in the bottom section is 
0% and 100% in the top section. In the middle section the calwlated void fraction is nearly 
30%, because this section is approximately 70% full of liquid. By injecting the acid into the 
reactor the liquid level increases, indicated by a decrease of the average gas fraction in the 
middle section. Gas generation starts and after nearly 30s a significant level swell is 
observed. Simultaneously, the gas fraction in the bottom and the middle sections increas- 
es. The mixture level rises up reaching the top of the vessel. In the result, Wo-phase flow 
enters the relief device. During the period of Wo-phase discharge, the gas fraction in top 
region of the vessel is 50%. A characteristic axial profile of the gas fraction is observed. 
1.00 
voi  d 
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0.50 
0.001 
I 
t i m e ,  s- 
o b o t t o m  v m i d d l e  a t o p  
Fig. 2: Void fraction in the reactor for pure carbonate solution 
The reaction runs with approximately constant speed during the next 30s. When the acid 
reservoir is expired, the reaction calms down. 
Analogous experiments were performed with different additives. Fig. 3 shows the expulsed 
mass of liquid as a function of time for different low-molecular-weight alcohols, which were 
applied in a wncentration of 1%. The additives decrease the surface tension. By this 
reason, gradients of the surfactant wncentration in the liquid lamellae between approach- 
ing bubbles lead to an inhibition of bubble walescence, caused by Marangony effects. The 
consequence is an increased foam production and in the result, a growing liquid 
entrainment. The generated foam is not very stable, nevertheless the effect on the process 
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Fig. 3: Discharged mass during depressurization for different liquids (applied concentra- 
tion of the alcohols: 1 %) 
is significant, because the characteristic time constants of the depressurisation process are 
of the same range as the decay time of the foam. Arnong the investigated alcohols, Butanol 
has the major effect on the foam generation and the liquid discharge. In comparison to pure 
carbonate solution, the mass of the expulsed liquid can increase nearly for times. 
4. Conclusions 
The experiments have shown that low concentrations of additives have a strong effect on 
the liquid entrainment during depressurization, even if the present substances are not high 
perfomance surfadants, but alcohols of low molecular weight. The results suggest that the 
majority of multi-component systems occurring in practice may contain compounds of more 
or less surface activity, which can provoke a significant increase of the entrainment of liquid 
into the pressure relief system. On the other hand, experimental investigations of the 
venting process are aimost every time carried out with pure liquids. Design calculations 
performed on the basis of these experimental data can lead to an underestimation of the 
entrainment. For this reason, the work will be continued in direction to include the foam 
behaviour into the theoretical models of the depressurization process. The goal is the 
creation of a computer code applicable for a realistic simulation of the venting process in 
the presence of surface active compounds. The presented results underline the signific- 
ance of this work. 
SIMULATION OF TRANSIENT NATURAL CONVECTION 
IN SlDE WALL HEATED STORAGE TANKS 
A. ~ ~ ~ 6 d i ' ,  P. ~iewers*, H.-M. Prasser 
1. Introduction 
Storage tanks are in widespread use in industry. The stored fluids are often dangerous 
(toxic, inflammable, radioactive, etc.). The effect of extemal heating on such fluids 
stored in tanks (for instance due to a fire) is a central question in safety analysis [3]. 
Several experiments were performed with water filled Open tanks using different 
geometries in order to study the natural convection induced by heating [I]. The 
experiments proved that the convection pattem and the heating up is completely 
different for the two cases: 1. Heating from the bottom and 2. Heating through the side 
walls. 
If the power of bottom heating is big enough, mixing is very good in the tank because 
an unstable density stratification develops causing irregular turbulent circulation [4]. 
The heated water rises over the whole cross-section of the tank and mixes with the cold 
water. When boiling starts, steam bubbles rise from the tank bottom but collapse in the 
upper region where the fluid is still subcooled. Bigger loss of volume begins when the 
bulk reaches the saturation temperature. If the tank is heated from the side walls, 
heating-up occurs in an entirely different way as illustrated in Fig. 1. Thermocouples 
labelled 'a' were fixed closely to the wall. Therrnocouples 'b' were located at a distance 
of 1 cm from the wail. As later experiments have further shown, practically there is no 
radial temperature gradient in the bulk. The temperature gradient is restricted to the 
some mm thick convection layer at the wall. 
lt is to be seen in Fig. 1 that the heating from the side walls leads to large temperature 
differences over the height of the vessel. A boundary layer develops at the heated wall 
where warm water flows up. The temperature faster increases at the top of the vessel 
than at the bottom. A stable horizontal temperature stratification develops with a vertical 
temperature difference of up to 50 "C. Since the temperature early reaches values near 
the boiling point at the surface, the loss of water by evaporation early becomes 
significant, too. Steam bubbles can rise to the water surface in the warm boundary 
layer already during subcooled boiling. Therefore the loss of the water starts very soon 
and is more intensive. Moreover characteristic temperature jumps are observed. The 
temperature jumps occur later and the lifts are higher as the distance from the surface 
increases. However, in all cases after the jump the temperature is approximately 1 to 
1.5 "C fower than the saturation temperature. Another characteristic fast change is the 
beginning of boiling in the entire volume which starts approximately at 1600 s. At this 
moment the saturation temperature is simultaneously reached in the whole water 
volume. This volumetric boiling causes a constant gradient of water loss 
(see also Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 : Experimental mockup and results of the experiment 
with the vessel heated by side walls (Liewers et al. [I]) 
2. The 2D model 
In order to clarify the physical nature of heating-up and evaporation in the vessel a Wo- 
dimensional mathematical model was developed [Z] .  The flow in the vessel was 
approximated by a Wo-dimensional flow in rectangular Cartesian coordinates. It was 
assumed that neither varying temperature nor gas fraction influence the density of the 
liquid in the mass conservation equation and in the inertial term of the momentum 
equation. The changing density was taken into account only in the volume force term in 
the momentum equation (Boussinesq-approximation). This approximation restricts 
model application to low gas fractions. But the simplification leads to simpler calculation 
of the velocity field of the liquid phase. When instantaneous temperature and gas 
fraction distributions are given, the volume force term can be determined explicitly and 
the motion of the liquid can be further calculated independently from the gaseous 
phase. 
For the gaseous phase a constant bubble rise velocity was assumed. The vector of the 
gas velocity (vJ results from the liquid velocity by adding a constant value (W,') to the 
vertical velocity component. 
Vg,y = VfJ + W; 
In this constant drift approach the momentum of the gaseous phase is neglected and 
there is no need to solve a second momentum equation. So, the model consists of four 
main equations: the energy conservation equation for the Wo-phase rnixture, the 
momentum and mass conservation equation for the fluid and the mass conservation 
equation for the gaseous phase. 
The enerav conservation eauation is 
aT aT aT 4, 
-+V,-+V,-=a.AT+- , 
at ax + PO -C, 
where 
a = hT/(PO .C,) (3) 
is the thermal diffusivity of water, hT is the thermal conductivity, and q, is the 
volumetrical heat source power. 
The transport of the aaseous ~hase  is described by the corresponding mass 
conservation equation: 
where 
<P= V, 
V, +Vf (5) 
is the relative steam content and D, is the gas diffusion coefficient (empirical 
parameter). Based on the work [5] a constant bubble rise velocity of W,' = 0.2 m/s was 
chosen. The phase transition due to evaporation and condensation was modelled 
assuming thermodynamical equilibrium. The mass source of steam (q,) was computed 
from the superheating or subcooling of water. 
The momentum conservation eauation for the fluid was solved in the form of a vorticity 
transport equation. According to the above mentioned Boussinesq-approximation 
density, heat conductivity, specific heat capacity and viscosity were replaced by 
constant values related to the reference temperature. 
The vorticitv trans~ort eauation is 
where 
is the vorticity intensiv, pT is the dynamical viscosity, and g, is the constant 
gravitational acceleration. 
The densitv of the medium in the volume force term can be computed as follows: 
P=<P-P, +(~-<P) .P~,  (8) 
where P, is the density of saturated steam (p=l bar) and pf is the density of water. P, 
is constant, P is a function of temperature. 
The continuitv e~uation, when using the stream function (Y) with 
a~ a~ 
=aY and V, =--. ax 
and disregarding the gaseous phase, takes the form of a Poisson equation 
A Y = o .  (1 0) 
The differential equation system (2), (4), (6), and (10) was solved by using the finite 
difference method for a rectangular flow area of 0.25 * 0.25 m. The time function of 
heat power transmitted to the water (known from the experiments) was taken into 
account, too. The analysis of the characteristic Rayleigh-numbers has shown the flow 
to be weakly turbulent. Therefore, a constant scalar turbulent viscosity 
PT = C p , ~ u  .Piaminar (11) 
and a turbulent heat conductivity 
AT = C~.Tu . hlmioar ( I  2, 
were introduced to approximate for turbulence. The dlimensionless parameters C„ 
and C„ were determined empirically. There are three reasons for using this very 
simplified assumption: (1) commonly used k-E turbulence models are not available for 
two-phase flows, (2) in the case of single-phase flow, k-E turbulence models produce a 
very strong attenuation of unsteady macroscopic vortices, because they were originally 
developed for steady state calculations. Test calculations with CFD-codes, based on k- 
E models, have shown that the characteristic insteady flow Pattern of a bottom-heated 
vessel cannot be satisfyingly reproduced. (3) When using a k-E turbulence model it is 
necessary to solve two additional transport equations. This makes the numerical 
solution more complicated and requires more CPU time. 
3. The simulation results 
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2 to 8. For computation, the flow area was 
divided into 32 by 32 cells. Aiter fitting D„ C„ and C„, the simulation has 
reproduced the characteristic phenomena observed in the experiments (see Fig. 2). 
There is remarkable agreement with the experiments especially for the temperature 
jumps in the middle of vessel. Based on the model results, the physical phenomena 
can be explained as follows. 
The water close to the wall is heated quickly and flows up due to buoyancy (see Fig. 3). 
This warm water forms a horizontal layer at the water surface. The resulting 
stratification is very stable because, the density is less at the top of the vessel than at 
the bottom. Therefore, mixing can hardly occur. The bowndary layer is practically totalty 
separated from the bulk of the water. As time goes an, more and more water flows 
upwards in the boundary layer, and the stratification also occupies the lower regions 
(see Fig. 4). 
The first significant change happens after 1000 s, when boiling starts near the wall in 
the top region. The density of steam is approximately 1000 times less than the density 
of water, therefore a small quantity of steam can induce a much higher buoyancy. Thus 
velocities become larger, too. At this time, the maximal velocity is 0.03 m/s in the tank. 
This is one order of magnitude higher than for single-phase circulation. When the 
temperature gets close to 100 'C  at the top of the vessel, the temperature of this layer 
cannot increase further, and hence a uniform temperature distribution develops in the 
top layers (Fig. 5). In this area then boiling with net production of steam occurs close to 
the wall (see Fig. 6) what induces a strong circulation in the upper part of the vessel. 
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Fig. 6: Steam content field f=1300 s 
lt can be seen well in Fig. 5 that a separating line can be drawn across the middle of 
the vessel at a height of 8 Cm: above this line the temperature is close to the saturation 
temperature, while there is a steep negative temperature gradient downwards. When 
this separating line reaches the thermocouples one after the other, temperature jumps 
are observed as shown in Fig. 2. The maximal velocity also increases close to the wall 
because of the increasing steam content of the water. After 1628 s, the whole vessel 
inventory approaches the saturation temperature and steam is generated along the 
whole length of the wall (see Fig. 7). At this time, the maximal velocity is 0.18 mls. 
When the velocity of the downward flow becomes greater than the velocity of the 
bubble rise in the centre of the vessel, most of the produced steam is entrained into the 
bulk of the liquid. The enthalpy of steam bubbles provokes saturation in the whole 
vessel. The quick onset of volumetric boiling (Fig. 8) can be noticed through the fact 
that the measuring points reach the saturation temperature at the same time (compare 
Fig. 1 and 2). 
X [ml X fml 
Fig. 7: Steam content field t=1628 s Fig. 8: Steam content field t=1660 s 
4. Conclusions 
The goal of this work was physically to explain the characteristic phenomena that have 
been observed in experiments made with side-wall heated storage tanks. A two 
dimensional mathematical model was developed to describe natural convection within 
the tank. The specific features of side wall heating - which yields a considerably non- 
uniform temperature distribution in the tank - were clarified. By using the model, it is 
possible to identify the temperature stratification as the cause of temperature jumps 
observed in the experiments. The quick transition from slight subcooling to volumetric 
boiling was also reproduced correctly by the modei. It can be concluded that the 
governing physical phenomena are: buoyancy forces of the steam bubbles exerted on 
the fluid motion and the convective transport of the bubbles. This result corresponds 
well with the result of theoretical analysis made by Grolmes and Epstein [3]. 
The model contains three essential parameters namely the coefficients af turbulent 
viscosity (C„ ), turbulent heat conductivity (C„ ) and diffusion of the gaseous phase 
(D,), which had to be fitted. The overali characteristics of the entire process were 
described well by the modal. Particufariy, the used approximations did not distort the 
model's capability of describing the irnportant features of the fluid behaviour. So, an 
important advantage of the model lies in its simplicity. Further research work is 
necessary to implement advanced turbulence models and to develop a comfortable 
Users interface, which e.g. allows an easy variation of the treated geometry. Possibly 
this research will be founded on one of the available CFD-codes. 
This paper represents the results of a common research work of coworkers of the 
Nuclear Analytics and Engineering Rossendort Research Center Rossendort and the 
Technical Univemity of Budapest which was partly funded by the SMWK (Sächsisches 
Ministerium für Wissenschaft und Kunst). 
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Nomenclature 
time 
temperature 
coordinates in horizontal direction 
coordinates in vertical direction 
velocity 
constant bubble rise velocity 
vorticity intensity 
stream function 
relative gas content 
density 
dynamical viscosity 
thermal conductivity 
specifical heat capacity 
thermal diffusivity of fluid 
volumetrical heat source power 
gravitational acceleration 
Laplace-operator in Cartesian coordinates 
INVESTIGATIONS OF AN EXTERNAL HEATED STORAGE VESSEL 
BY MEANS OF CFX-4 CALCULATIONS 
A. ~szodi' ,E. Krepper 
1. lntroduction 
Storage tanks for fluids are widely used industrial facilities. As a consequence of an 
external fire, the heat-up of the inventory may lead to the evaporation of the liquid 
and to release of significant quantities of dangerous gases into the environment. Ex- 
perimental investigations have shown that the liquid inventory behaves very diffe- 
rently depending on the mode of heating [I]. Bottom heating leads to an irregular 
thermoconvective motion of the liquid, which causes good mixing, so that saturation 
is reached at all places inside the tank approximately at the Same time. The maxi- 
mum enthalpy of the liquid always remains close to the average value. If the vessel 
is heated from the side, a stable temperature stratification is observed leading to 
large temperature gradients. Evaporation can start much earlier than the average 
temperature reaches saturation. In order to clarify the physical nature of the details 
of the heating-up and the evaporation process in simple geometrical boundary condi- 
tions a two-dimensional mathematical model was developed, which includes also 
evaporation and Wo-phase flow [2]. For more complicated configurations to investi- 
gate possible measures for better mixing of the fluid in the case of side wall heating 
the CFD-code CFX-4 was applied. 
2. Modelling of side wall heating by CFX-calculations 
As a first step to find a Io0 
comparison to the 
results gained by the 
2D-model [2], the Same 80 
arrangement using the 
CFD-code CFX-4 was , 
calculated. During these 2 so 
investigations only the I- 
first period of the ex- 
periment in single phase 40 
mode was modelled. The 
vessel was represented 
by a two dimensional 20 / 
1 
1 I I 
6 , I 1 -L---/ 
Cartesian grid. Only half o 400 800 lsl 1200 1600 2000 
of the volume was con- 
sidered, using the Option Fig. 1 : Measured and calculated temperature courses for 
of a symmetiical plane. the vessel with side wall heating 
Corresponding to Ray- 
leigh-Numbers oi 4 10"...2 10fO, the appiication of the „Low Reynofds K-Epsilon 
Modelu has praven fo yield the best results. Fig. 1 shows a goad agreement of the 
CFX-catculations with the expeiiment and the resuits of the 20-mMiel. 
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3. Insertion of baffle plates 
T. avoid fast tempera- 100 
ture increase at the fluid 
surface in the case of 
side wall heating, a bet- 8~ 
ter mixing of the fluid has , 
to be established. This 2 - r - - - 1 - - - 1 - -  - ? - - - r - - - )  
could be achieved by in- , 60 sertion of baffle plates 
inside the vessei. To in- 2 
vestigate the influence of 
this passive safety 40 
measure, additional cal- 
culations were perfor- 
med. The own PD-model 2o 
[2] is not suitable for the 0 200 400 600 800 1000 description of complex t [SI 
arrangements. Fig. 2: lnfluence of a baffle plate on the temperature 
Course in the case of side wall heating 
The effect of two baffle (see Fig. 3 and 4) 
plates on the tempera- 
ture transient is shown in Fig. 2. The arrival of saturation temperature on the top is 
postponed by more then 100 seconds. The influence on the temperature and on the 
velocity field is shown in Fig. 3 for the top without plates and in Fig. 4 with buffle 
plates. 
The influence of the baffle plates may probably be increased by further optimization 
of the arrangement. Additional CFX-calculations modelling the 3-dimensional case 
and two phase flow are planned. 
The calculations have shown, that passive constructive measures, like inserted 
plates, are capable, to disturb the stratification and to avoid enhanced heating of the 
fluid surface. 
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Fig. 3: Field of temperatures and velocities in a side wall heated top after 515 sec 
(CFX-calculation) (Symrnetric plane on left side, heat from right side) 
Fig. 4: Field of temperatures and velocities in a side wall heated top with Wo in- 
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UPGRADING AND APPLlCATlON OF THE 3 0  CORE MODEL DYN3D 
U. Grundmann, U. Rohde 
I. lntroduction 
The 3-dimensional core model DYN3D developed in the Research Center Rossendorf 
can be applied for steady state and transient analysis of WER-type reactor cores [I]. It 
consists of three main park: 
- neutronic model based on a nodal method 
- thermal hydraulics of coolant flow and fuel rod model 
- cross section calculation based on a given library 
The general flow chart of DYN3D can be Seen in Fig. I showing also the basic models 
of the code. Analysing a transient, safety parameters as DNB ratio or maximum fuel 
temperatures can be estimated for defined hot channels connected with channels of 
maximum power release by using hot channel factors. 
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Fig. 1 : General flow chart of DYN3D 
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Fig. 2: Transfer of DYN~D to organizations in the frame of IAEA regional project 
DYN3D was transferred to several eastern European countries in the frame of the re- 
gional project "Safety Assessment of WER-440 Reactors" of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA). At present, DYN3D is used at NRI Rez and Energoproject Pra- 
gue (Czech Republic), VUJE Trnava (Slovak Republic) and the Scientific Technological 
Center of the Ministry for Nuclear and Radiation Safety (STC MNRS) for solving safety 
relevant problems of WER-reactors, see Fig. 2. 
To analyse transients being initiated by perturbations in the cooling loops (deboration, 
steam line break) DYN3D was coupled with the system code ATHLET developed by 
Gesellschaft fuer Anlagen - und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) [Z]. 
2. Upgrading of DYN3D 
The WER pressurised water reactors consist of hexagonal fuel assembiies. The origi- 
nal DYN3D core model could not be used for western reactors loaded with quadratic 
fuel assemblies. To be able to analyse transients in these reactors too, a new option of 
DYN3D for Cartesian geometry was developed [3]. On the basis of international bench- 
marks, this option was verified for application to PWR and BWR. Due to the unified 
code structure of both versions for hexagonal and quadratic geometfy, the coupiing of 
the Cartesian DYN3D version with ATHLET can be accomplished easily. 
3. Validation 
DYN3D has been verified by comparisons of results with experimental data and by 
benchmarks. As there are no experiments available for accident scenarios, the compari- 
sons with other codes and benchmarking are important steps of code validation. Com- 
parisons with different codes for hexagonal fuel assemblies were carried out in the 
frame of Working Group D "WER Safety Analysis" of the Atomic Energy Research 
(AER) association, a forum for CO-operation in the field of WER reactor physics 
research. 
The first two comparisons of the implemented neutronic models were based on given 
cross sections data. The ejection of a peripheral rod in a WER-440 with successive 
Third Kinetic AER Benchmark 
- BIPRB-ATHLET (RRI) 
- DYN3D (NRI) 
- DYN3D (RCR) 
200 L 
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Fig. 3: Comparison of maximum fuel centerline 
temperatures 
scram was considered in the first 
benchmark. The second problem 
was similar to the first one, but the 
ejected control rod worth was 213 (13 
is the part of delayed neutrons) 
which results in a sharp and high 
power peak connected with large 
deformations of flux. The Doppler 
effect as the main feedback effect 
for this type of transients was the 
only feedback. It can be concluded 
from this benchmark that the differ- 
ences in total power release and 
maximum fuel temperature are 
mainly caused by the different mod- 
els for the description of the black 
absorbers in the codes. Therefore 
the cross sections and the rod 
worth were given in the 3rd bench- 
mark for comparing the models of 
coolant flow and fuel rod on the ba- 
sis of given thermophysical proper- 
ties. The initiating event was the 
Same as in the second benchmark. The super prompt critical power excursion starting 
from hot Zero power leads to a strong increase of maximum fuel temperatures [4]. Re- 
sults of five different research institutes calculated with four different code systems were 
compared: 
- KFKI AEKl Budapest (KIK03D) 
- NRI Rez (DYN3D) 
- RCR Rossendorf (DYN3D) 
- RRC Kurtchatov Institute, Moscow (BIPR8-ATHLET) 
- VVT Helsinki (HEXTRAN) 
The comparison of the behaviour of maximum fuel temperature in Fig. 3 shows a good 
agreement in the range of temperature increase. A possible explanation of the devia- 
tions of BIPR8-ATHLET results after the temperature maximum might be the different 
heat transfer model setected for this application in the ATHLET code. 
The NEACRP LWR Benchmarks were defined for validation of codes developed for 
quadratic fuel assemblies [5]. Different rod ejection's in PWRis at hot Zero power (HZP) 
and full power (FP) are considered for comparison of 3-dimensional codes. On the ba- 
sis of published results [6] the calculations were carried out with the Cartesian version 
of DYN3D. Fig. 4 shows good agreement of the power curve with the reference solution 
for the most interesting case, namely the ejection of a peripheral rod in a standard PWR 
at HZP. The strong space dependency of power shape at power maximum can be Seen 
in Fig. 5. The comparisons described in more detail in [3] demonstrate that the results 
are in good agreement with the reference solution. 
4. Code Application 
The code DYN3D was applied to investigate transients in WER-440 reactors. At HZP 
the ejection of the most reactive rod of the inserted control rod banks K4, K5 and K6 
NEACRP: P M  Case Cl: Ejection of a Peripheral Rod at HZP during start up measurements was 
calculated, showing that the safety 
limits are not exceeded [7]. 
The transient initiated by a plug of 
diluted boron in one loop entering 
the core was studied for different 
assumptions about the mixing in the 
lower plenum. The three cases of 
no mixing, realistic mixing accord- 
ing to the implemented model and 
homogeneous mixing were investi- 
gated. lt was shown that no mixing 
is the most serious case leading to 
violation of the safety limits [8]. In 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 practice, the assumption that the 
Time (SI water of one loop is not mixed with 
. . 
the water of the- others is too con- Fig. 4: Comparison 0f nuclear power with the E- sewative, Assessing the safety with ference solution in [7]. regard to these types of transients 
the validation of the mixing model is 
NEACRP: PWR CASE Cl: Ejection of a Peripheral Rod at HZP needed for more realistic 3 caiculations. 
5.0 
The code DYN3D was used in the 
4.0 NRI Rez for studying similar tran- 
sients [9]. Considering the safety 
3.0 parameters, for example the maxi- 
mum fuel temperature, the Same 
2.0 tendency was observed as in the 
own calculations, that is an overesti- 
7 .O mation of temperature using no mix- 
ing and an underestimation by 
, assuming ideal mixing of boron in 
the lower pienum. 
Series of calculatis~s with DYN3D 
were carried out in the organisa- 
Fig. 5: Normalized assembly power distribution at tions which obtained the code 
power maximum through the IAEA regional project, 
For example, DYN3D was used for supporting one-dimensional calculations with the 
code REPAlD licensed in the Czech Republic for the simulation of reactivity initiated 
accidents [10]. Especially the use of Doppler weighting factors for analyses of strong 
space-time effects has to be justified by 3-dimensional calculations. The one- 
dimensional results using Doppler weighting factors lower than 2.5 gives conservative 
results compared with 3-dimensional DYN3D calculations. 
Using DYN3D a spectrum of rod ejection accidents for the Bohunice V-2 plant was per- 
formed by the Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute (VUJE) Trnava (Slovak Republic) 
in close CO-operation with the IAEA [Al]. 
The code DYN3D was transferred to STC MNRS Kiev for supporting the safety assess- 
ments of WER-reactors in Ukraine. A first step was the implementation of the code in 
the STC MNRS and the qualification of Ukrainian experts in handling the code. Several 
parameters as critical boron concentration and control rod worth measured during the 
startup phase of a WER-1000 power plant were compared with the calculated results. 
Transients as ejection of a single control rod, withdrawal of control rod bank and coast 
down of one coolant pump in a WER-1000 were analysed by the Ukrainian experts. 
Comparisons with own calculations show a good agreement [12]. Applying the code 
DYN3D and the coupled code system DYN3D-ATHLET for safety assessment a further 
CO-operation is necessary . 
5. Summary 
A new option of the code DYN3D for fuel assemblies with Cartesian geometry was de- 
veloped. Validation work for the hexagonal as well as the Cartesian version was done 
by comparisons with results of other codes and benchmark solutions. DYN3D is used in 
different organisations of countries utilising WER-reactors. 
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NATURAL CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS AT THE 
[SB-VVER INTEGRAL TEST FACILITY 
E. Krepper 
1. lntroduction 
From the thermalhydraulic point of 
view, the rnain safety related diffe- 
rences of Russian VVER-reactors 
compared to typical western 
PWR's are the lower geodetic 
height differences in the primary 
circuit because of the horizontal 
steam generators. This influences 
the core cooling capability at natu- 
ral circulation conditions, which is 
the rnost important heat transport 
mechanism during accident situa- 
tions. 
The ISB-VVER is a I13000 volume 
scafed test facility for VVER-1000 
thermalhydraulics, focated in Elek- 
trogorsk, near Moscow. From Oc- 
tober 1992, to present, many tran- 
sient and loss of coolant tests have 
been perfcrrmed. 
fn 3 995, natural circulation experi- 
ments were ccrnducted. which were 
single loop triple loop 
steam- pressu- 
generator 4 wer 
U Drain I ccientificaily accornpabied by the 
'nstitute for Safety Research Of Re- Fig. I: Schema of the ISB-VVER facility and lo- 
search Center Rossendorf (RCR). 
tisina Zhe themalhydraulic code cations of the conductivity probes 
ATHLET of GRS, iretest catculations were performed, to define and tune the 
boundary conditions of the test. In March 1995 the first tests were performed. Ana- 
tyrirtg the first results, the test regime was slightly modified and it was decided, to 
perforrn a second fest with 200 kW, in addition to the test with 100 kW power of the 
core simulatar. tn August, 1995, the final experiments were conducted. During all 
testc the Iacility was, in addition to the standard instrumentation, equipped with nee- 
dfe shaped conductivity probes for measuring the void fraction. These probes were 
developed and manufa~tureb y RCR. 
2. Basic Test Phenomena 
The experiment was particularly 
aimed at the investigation of 
phenomena, which play a role 
during the later phases of small 
break loss of coolant accidents 
(SBLOCA), when natural circu- 
lation is the only mechanism for 
decay heat removal. To simulate 
the leak, defined amounts of 
coolant were drained from the 
lowest point of the facility at de- 
fined times. The power of the 
core simulator corresponded to 
a scaled down decay heat 
(1 00 kW). Controlled stationary 
conditions were held at the 
steam generator secondaiy 
sides. The initial conditions are 
given in Table 1. fhe  electric 
fuel rod heating was stopped 
when the cladding temperature 
started to increase. The above 
described SBLOCA scenario 
provides safety relevant phe- 
nomena iike single and two 
phase natural circulation, boiler 
condenser mode, natural circu- 
lation instabilities and cold leg 
loop seal clearing. 
Similar experiments were carried 
out in 1989 at the Hungarian 
PMK-facility and 1992 at 
PACTEL in Finland (1SP-33). 
Both facilities simulate YVER- 
440 thermalhydrauiics. 
The pretest-catcuiations were to 
detemine suitable borsndary 
conditions to ensure the occur- 
rence of all phenomena and to 
reveaI possikrle probfems thrtt 
rnight come up in the experi- 
menf. 
Fig. 2: Integral drained coolant mass 
Time [s] 
Fig. 3: Coflapsed levels (pretest cafculationc) 
(a) connected pressurizer 
(b) isolated pressurizer 
During the ISP-33 experiment at 
the PACTEL-facility, the coolant 
inventory was reduced by about 
10% at each drain step. The rod 
cladding temperature increased 
after the 7th drain step, when 
the coolant inventory was re- 2 
duced to about 30% of the initial 0.20 
value. The related pretest cal- 
culations already indicated, that 
the cladding temperature would 
increase with 50% coolant in- 
ventory. Therefore, it was de- 7400 7600 7800 8000 8200 8400 Time [SI 
cided for ISB, to reduce the ini- 
tial coolant inventory of about Fig. 5: Mass flows in the triple loop (F71L) and in 
90 kg by 5% i.e. by 4.5 kg in 
each drain step (see Fig.2). 
The pretest calculations pro- 
vided refilling of the pressurizer 
due to the pressurizer heat 
losses and connected conden- 
sation. As a result, the level in 
the core simulator will decrease 
faster and the cladding tem- 
perature increase will occur ear- 
Iier (see case a) of Fig. 3). 
Therefore it was proposed to 
isolate the pressurizer after its 
depletion (case b) of Fig. 3). 
the single loop (F9BL) ' i t  100 kW 
(experiment) 
n snnn ~ n n n  10000 - ---- .""" OUUU 
Time Isl 
At the first experiments in March Fig. 6: Mass ~IOWS in the triple loop (F71L) and in 
1995 difficulties arose concer- the single loop (FSBL) at 200 kW 
ning the control of secondary (experiment) 
pressure, Nevertheless, using 
the results of these experiments, 
a better adjustment of the initial 
conditions in the calculations 
was possible. lt was found, that 
2? 
at the low power level of 100 kW y 
the natural circulation instabili- 2 
iL ties did not appear in the calcu- B lations. Therefore it was pro- r 
posed €0 carry out a second ad- 
ditional natural circulation expe- 
riment at 200 kW, to ensure, that 
the natural circulation instabili- 7400 7600 7800 8000 8200 8400 
ties would happen during the ex- Time [s] 
periment. Fig. 7: Detail of Figure 6 
4. The Experiments 
The experiments performed in 
August 1995 confirmed the pre- 
test calculations. At 100 kW core 
simulator power, irregular insta- 
bilities of the mass flows were 
found (see Fig. 5), whereas in 
the second experiment at 200 
kW these instabilities were quite 
regular with a time period of 
about 65 seconds (see Figs. 6 
and 7). This corresponds to the 
time for one complete circulation 
through the loop. These oscilla- 
- TRIPLE LOOP 
. . . . . . . SINGLE LOOP 
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
Time [s] 
tions were caused by density 
wave instabilities and could Fig. 8: Collapsed levels in the cold legs at 200 kW 
even be found in the calcula- (posttest calculations) 
tions. The instabilities which were observed one drain step later, at about 9000 sec, 
could be shown by the calculations to be caused by clearing and refilling of the 
pump seal in the single loop. (see Fig. 8). 
There are plans to qualify the ISB test facility by replacing the vertical steam gene- 
rators with horizontal ones. Then, performing the same experiments, the possibility 
arises to directly investigate the influence of the steam generator type upon the 
thermalhydraulic behaviour of PWR's. 
Tab. 1: Initial conditions of the ISB-facility at nominal conditions and at the two 
natural circulation experiments 
Exp. 2 
200.0 
Pressure [MPal I 15.75 
I 
Exp. 1 
100.0 Power [kwl 
Nominal conditions 
960.0 
15.75 15.75 
A SPECIMEN RECONSTITUTION TECHNIQUE T0  IMPROVE THE 
AVAlLABlLlN OF TEST MATERIAL FROM OPERATING PLANTS 
H.-W. Viehrig and J. Böhmert 
I. lntroduction 
Specimen reconstruction, i.e the welding of half pieces of already tested specimens 
renders possible to use that material for testing purposes twice [1,2]. This helps partially 
to overwme the lack of test specimens from plants or nuclear installations which already 
have been in operation and so permits to improve the statistical accuracy of the measured 
mechanical properties. In view of the efforts to extend reactor pressure vessels (RPV) 
lifetime it is desirable directly to measure the RPV materials toughness by using fracture 
mechanical parameters. Presently, the residual lifetime is assessed via measuring the 
embrittlement induced shift of the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature of Charpy-V 
specimens in the framework of so called surveillance programmes. These surveillance 
programmes do not include fracture mechanical specimens. Therefore, a specimen 
reconstitution technique is developed to obtain single-edge notched bend (SENB) 
specimens for fracture mechanical tests from broken halves of Charpy specimens [3,4]. 
The reconstitution technique has to fulfill the following demands: 
- standard specimen geometry, 
- tests results like the original standard specimens, and 
- the loaded material of the insert piece must not be influenced by the welding and 
machining procedure. 
The main concem in surveillance specimen preparation by welding is the risk of thermally 
annealing the irradiated material. Hence, the maximum temperature has to be below the 
inadiation temperature (300°C)- 
2. Reconstitution Technique 
The production of a reconstituted specimen includes 3 steps: 
1. Cutting off the fractured surface from a broken half of Charpy-V specimen to get an 
insert piece. 
2. Welding of end blocks to the insert piece to get a slug. 
3. Machining of the slug toi get the reconstituted Charpy size SENB specimen. 
The insert pieces are welded by using a stud arc welding technique. Fig. 1 schematically 
demonstrates the stud arc welding technique. The quality of the welding joint was 
sufficient when using a welding engineering as proposed by the producer of the stud 
welding appliance. Unfortunately the heat input of I 5  kWs leads to a temperature profile 
with a temperature maximum below 300°C only within the 6 mm centre section of the 25 
rnm insert piece and even higher than 300°C in the whole range of a 20 mm insert piece 
(Fig.2 and 3). Hence, a short time welding techinology producing only a heat input of 3,8 
kWs was deveioped. Then, the maximum temperature does not reach the perrnissible 
limit of 300°C in a sufficiently large centre section of both the 20 and 25 mm insert pieces 
(Fig. 3). 
An electric discharge cutting machine is an accurate numerically controlled tool, which 
produces a final surface and dimensional quality of the specimens as required in the 
standards. The electric discharge cutting machine is used to remove the oversized studs 
and weld seams from the welded slug and to machine the V-grooves, side grooves and 
internal clip-gauge seats in the Charpy size SENB specimen. 
3. Assessment and Validation of Specimen Reconstitution Technique 
Fig. 4 and 5a show the macrograph of the welding joints for standard and short time 
welding engineering (Fig. 1). The insert piece is a DIN 10 CrMo 9 10 heat resistant 
stnictural steel with a bainitic strudure while the studs are of DIN St37 steel with a fenitic- 
perlitic structure. The big heat input using standard welding engineering produces large 
melting baths on the front sides of the insert piece. Hence, there are welding joints with 
big bulges and large heat affected zones (2-2.5 mm length). The lower heat input of the 
sh~r t  time welding engineering avoids these bulges of melted material (Fig. 5a) and the 
heat affected zones identiied in the microsection shown in Fig. 5b are small (0.4 mm). 
These metallographic results confirm the measured hardness profiles of the 25 mm insert 
pieces shown in Fig. 6 and 7. The width of the molten and heat affected zones increases 
with the heat input (Fig. 6). In case of short time welding engineering (Fig. 7) there is an 
unaffected Zone of 20 mm within the centre of the 25 mm insert piece. 
Fig. 8 shows the measured adsorbed energy-temperature values for standard and 
reconstituted Charpy-V specimens of a reactor pressure vessel steel ASTM A533 B Class 
1. The Charpy-V transition curves are hyperbolic tangent fittings. The dynamic yield 
strength versus test temperature of both specimen types are presented in Fig. 9. In spite 
of statistical scattering in the measured values the following conclusions can be drawn: 
- The standard and reconstituted Charpy-V specimens are identical in adsorbed 
energy, lateral extension and fracture appearance - transition temperaturs - curves 
and dynamic strength-temperature - curves. 
- There is practically no difference behveen specimens welded with the standard and 
short time welding engineering. 
- In case of Charpy impact testing the quality of the welding joint is not so important. 
Small welding defects like inclusions, blowholes and edges can be negle-d. No 
fracture and deformation of a welding joint was observed during irnpact loading. 
4. Summary 
Specimen reconstiiution tediniques &er the possibility to reach improved statistics crf the 
measured material parameters when only small amounts of material are available. The 
essential tools for specimen reconstitution are a stud welding appliance and an electric 
wire disdiarge madiine. In order to keep the maximum temprature below 300°C during 
stud welding a special short time welding engineering was developed. The vatidity of the 
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Fig. 5b: 
microsection of one welding 
joint shown in Fig. 5a 
Fig 6: Hardness HV10 versus the distance from the centre of 25 mm insert 
pieces for different welding energies (welding time >= 500 ms) 
Fig. 7 Hardness HVIO versus the disib17~8 from the centre af a 25 mm in- 
piece for short time welding engineering 
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Fig. 8: Charpy-V impact energy transtion curves of standard Charpy-V and recon- 
stituted specimens (RPV steel ASTM A533 B CI. I ) ,  orientation L-T 
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Fig. 9: Dynamic yield strength versuc temperature of standard Charpy-V and 
rewnstituted specirnens {RPV steel ASTM A533 B Ci. I), orientation L-T 
applied rewnstitution techniques was analysed by Charpy-V impact testing of standard 
and rewnstituted Charpy-V specimens. The fitted transition curves of adsorbed energy, 
lateral extension and fracture appearance values from both types of specimen agree very 
well. 
The production of SENB specimens for fracture mechanical testing by using the partial 
unloading wmpliance technique imposes higher demands on the quality of the welding 
joint. Welding defects and the material of the end blocks influence as well the calculated 
crack length. The next steps in view of the application of rewnstituted Charpy size SENB 
specimens for fracture mechanical testing are to improve the quality of the welding joints 
and to investigate the influence of the end block material on the calculated crack length. 
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE CHARPY V-NOTCH IMPACT ENERGY 
AND FRACTURE MECHANICS PARAMETERS 
J. Böhmert, U. Bergmann, H.-W. Viehrig 
1. lntroduction 
The fracture toughness is the critical material Parameter for the safety assessment of  
the reactor pressure vessel. Usually these values are only available for the unirradiated 
initial state. The measurement of the fracture toughness based on ASTM standard 
E399 requires specimen sizes that can hardly be put into practice for irradiated 
materials. Apart from the development of methods to measure valid fracture 
mechanics parameters by using small specimens, which can be irradiated, well-verified 
correlations between rnechanic-technological properties and fracture mechanics 
parameters provide a useful approach to the safety assessment of aged reactor 
pressure vessels. As the ageing of the reactor pressure vessel material is monitored 
by a surveillance Programme using Charpy V-notch impact specimens it is expediermt 
to  utilize the data obtained from these tests. 
The paper evaluates correlations between fracture mechanics parameters, which are 
derived from the J-integral concept, and the upper shelf energy. For this a wide rangle 
of different reactor pressure vessel steels and reference materials was investigated. 
2. Material 
Specimens of the Russian reactor pressure vessel steels 1 5Kh2MFA1 15Kh2NMFA, 
18KhZMFA, I OKhNMAA (weld metal) and the ASTM- type steels A533B Classl, 
A508 Class3, weld metal 508 were investigated. As reference materials the low- 
carbon 1 % cromium-1 % molybdenum steel 10CrMo9.10 and the high strength steel 
StE460 were employed. Details about chemical composition, heat treatment, 
orientation, and depth position are given in [I]. 
3. Testing methods 
Fracture mechanics parameters were measured by the single specimen compliance 
technique [I]. The tests were performed on a servohydraulic tester MTS 
810KESTSTAR in a temperature range of -150 to 200°C using 3-point bending 
specimens in Charpy geometry (10mm X 1Omm X 55mm) and 0.5 CT specimens. 
Before testing, all specirnens were fatigue precracked and 20% side-grooved. In order 
t o  determine the crack initiation toughness the stretch Zone was manually marked on 
the efectron microscopic photographs and measured with an image processirmg 
System. 
Charpy impact bend tests were performed on an instrumented pendulum impact 
machine according t o  DIN 501 15 with an initial energy of 300J and an initial velocity 
of 5.5 m/s. 
4. Results 
The enumerated methods provided crack resistance curves in dependence on the 
temperature and the material. Fig. 1 shows the crack resistance curves for 3 of the 
tested materials at room temperature. The so-called crack initiation toughness is a 
fracture mechanics parameter, which is regarded as geometry-independent. This 
parameter describes the resistance of the material against the Start of a steadily 
growing crack. An acceptable approach is based on the J integral at given limits of 
crack growth. For instance, the ESlS recommendation EGF PI-92 suggests the J 
integral at 0.2mm of total crack growth (J,). However, the derivation of a J integral 
at finished crack blunting (J,) provides a parameter, which is physically founded, but 
it is more difficult to measure and needs higher efforts. The corresponding point on 
the crack resistance curve can be found from measurements of the critical stretch 
zone width. 
In Fig. 2 the dependence of Parameters Ji and J,. on the temperature is shown for a 
heat of the Russian reactor pressure vessel steel 15Kh2MFA. J, is the value at the 
initiation point for the case of instable crack growth. 
Fig. 1 
Crack resistance curve 
of steel types StE460, 
15Kh2MFA and A508 CI. 
3 at room temperature 
0.5 I 
Aa [mm] 
Fig. 2 
J integral at c r a ~ k  initia- 
tim Vers. ternperature for 
3 5Kh2MFA reactor pres- 
sure vessel steet 
The tested materials Cover a relatively wide range of toughness. The technical crack 
initiation toughness J,. ranges between 134 Nlmm and 242 Nlmm within the upper 
shelf region and the impact energy varies from 85 J to 250 J. Thus, there is a usable 
data base for evaluating correlations. 
There are different approaches to correlate the fracture mechanics Parameters and the 
impact energy. They fall in two categories: 
- 2dimensional correlations between impactenergy and crack initiation toughness 
- reconstruction of a crack resistance curve from the impact energy. 
As the simplest case a linear relation between impact energy and toughness is 
assumed. Fig. 3 gives the regression line and the scatterband for this kind of 
correlation. In a first approximation the linear approach can be accepted both for J, 
and Ji. The correlation is, however, weakfor Ji. Several steels show well-distinguished 
values of the impact energy in spite of identical crack initiation toughness. These 
steels possess differently steep crack resistance curves. 
upper shelf energy [J] 
Fig. 3 Correlation between crack initiation toughness and 
Charpy V-notch impact energy 
Based on extensive data Sets, Roos 121 recommends a 3rd order polynom regression 
model to  improve the consideration of the minor influence of low impact energies as 
depicted in Fig. 3. With 
= 1 1 4.8 + 7.247 o 1 0-4 Av2 + 6.077 o 10-B Av3 (1 ) 
and 
Ji = 60.331 - 0.00176 o Av2 + 1.0211 o 10'' A~~ (2) 
the correlation shown in Fig. 4 is obtained. Av is the upper shelf energy. The 
coiretations allow to estimate J,, or Ji with a relative error (20-level) of <20% or 
<35%, respectively. In general, a 2dimensional approximation for the correlation 
between crack initiation toughness and impact energy is not satisfying. Experimental1 
results indicate that a stable crack growth of 1 mm consumes not more than about 
40% of the Charpy V-notch Impact energy. Therefore, an unambiguous correlation 
between both Parameters can only be expected when the energy consumption for 
crack initiation and crack growth is controlled by the Same material parameter. 
Obviously, the presented results (Fig.1) do not confirm this assumption. 
Fig. 4 
Correlation between crack 
Initiation toughness and 
Charpy V-notch impact 
energy using a nonlinear 
approach according to [2] 
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Aurich [3] and Dougan [4] try another concept, As the impact energy comprises 
Portions of energy from the total damage process during the smashing of the 
specimen, it is expected that the total crack resistance curve can be reproduced. In 
131 an approxirnation is described to calculate the crack resistance curves of 1SO-V 3- 
point bend specimens and CT specimens by means of the upper shelf energy. Phis 
approximation is based on a 3-parameter relation between the consumed energy U 
and the crack growth Aa. Using empirical results the reiation is connected with the 
parameter "impact energy". With the formalism given in I31 the measured curves 
correspond to the calculated curves within the range of vaiidity of this approximation 
of Aa = 0.1 ... I mm fseeFig.51. 
Dougan f4] applies a 2-parameter approach 
with the constants C and n empirically calculated from the impact energy and the flow 
Stress. With Aa = 0.2mm or = 0.05mm ( =  median value of the stretch Zone width) 
J,., or Ji, respectively, can be calculated. The comparison with the experimentally 
measured data is presented in Fig. 6. The Dougan's approach provides a similar Course 
of the correlation between crack initiation toughness and impact energy like the 
approach according to [21. However, the experimental trends can only very roughly 
be described. 
i Russian RPV steels 
A ASTM RPV steels 
Reference material 
-- scatterband acc. Roos 
// 
/ 
.... 
50 100 150 200 250 300 
upper shelf energy [J] 
Fig. 6 Comparison of the crack initiation toughness with the 
J integral calculated from the Charpy V-notch impact 
energy according to Dougan 141 
5. Conclusion 
lnvestigations of correlations between different material parameters are an acceptable 
way to complete the data base for safety assessment. Above all fracture mechanics 
Parameter can only be obtained by extensive tests and high material consumption. For 
irradiated material such parameters are rarely obtainable. To solve the problem the 
crack initiation toughness or the crack resistance can be estimated by the Charpy V- 
notch impact energy. Some approaches of this kind were examined by using the 
available data material. The method of Aurich [3] determining crack resistance curves 
in the range of Aa = 0.1 to Imm was especially successful. Simple 2dimensional 
correlations are only partially useful and in a small range of the parameters. However, 
the extrapolation of such correlations to material types or states for which they were 
not measured is always problematic. That is just the case if they are applied for 
irradiated reactor pressure vessel steel. Only an improved micromechanical 
understanding of the processes involved in crack initiation and growth might possibly 
generate qualified correlations and could enable extrapolations beyond the immediate 
data range in which the correlation was established. Moreover, a micromechanical 
understanding creates the possibility to use additional and more sophisticatedly 
determined material parameters for new corretative relations. 
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SMALL ANGLE SCATTERlNG EXPERIMENTS T 0  CHARACTERIZE 
THE MICROSTRUCTURAL DAMAGE BY 
DUCTILE FAILURE PROCESS 
J. Böhmert, M. Grosse 
1. General concept 
The commonly observed mechanism of ductile fracture Progresses through the 
stages 
- void nucleation 
- void growth and 
- void coalescence. 
However, dense dislocation structures can be initiated before and so already 
predamage the material. For understanding the ductile fracture process and for 
predicting the material behaviour with micrornechanical models appropriate 
microstructural quantities rnust be defined and experimentally measured in their 
dependence on the conditions of deformation. 
As a rule, such parameters are measured by using the classical methods of metal- 
lography. Although these methods have successfully been applied to investige the 
fracture mechanism in many rnaterials they are connected with sorne significant 
disadvantages: they are destructive, provide results only from an arbitrarily 
selected 2dimensional section, and do not give information on the early stages of 
the damage process. Therefore, it seerns to be worth using advanced methods. 
Such a promising method could be small angle scattering. Small non-periodic 
structure defects scatter an incidenting electromagnetic wave with an intensity 
which depends on topological and chemical parameters of these structural defects. 
The method is volume-integrating. Besides, it can potentially function without 
destroying the specimen and in situ. Above all it is especially appropriate for 
investigating of defects in the size range between 1 and 100 nm and thus for 
detecting early damage stages. Finally, it allows to gain new kinds of parameters 
like fractal dimensions which could not be deterrnined with the conventional 
methods. The method has already been used to investigate the creep damage in 
[I J, the microstructural changes by fatigue loading [I  ,21, and e.g. the dislocation 
structure of  deformed single crystals [31. This paper describes first attempts to 
appiy the method to  inhornogeneous deformation states ahead of the tip of  a 
bending-loaded crack or in the necking range of a tensile-loaded specimen. 
2. Experimental 
As small angle scattering devices are highly specialized equipment and normally do 
not cover a wide range of scattering vectors Q, several scattering installations 
with different resolution and working range for Q were utilized to  certainly provide 
the wanted information. They comprised both srnall angle X-ray scattering and 
neutron scattering but conventional X-ray diffraction devices as well. Neutron 
interaction with matter is generally low. Thus, a large probe volume can be 
investigated. Local differences within the microstructure, however, are not 
detectable. For that strongfy focused X-ray beams with high intensity are 
appropriate like the MICROFOCUS beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation 
Facility. An important Parameter of the experimental equipment is the measuring 
range of the scattering vector Q because it is approximately proportional to the 
reciprocal length of scattering structure defects. Typically Q is in the interval 
between 1 O'4. .. 1 0-3/nm for double-crystal diffractometers and 10- *... 1 O-O/nm for 
the Synchrotron facilities. That allows to analyse microstructural defects of about 
1 p m  when using double-crystal diffractometers and sizes between 1 and 100 nm 
with dedicated small angle scattering facilities. A Summary of the used 
experimental installations is given in Tab.1. 
Table 1 Summary of experiment data 
1 X-ray synchrotron 
HASYLAB 
2a Neutron source 
BENSC 
3 X-ray tube 
4 X-ray synchrotron 
ESRF 
5 X-ray synchrotron 
ESRF 
JUSIFA 
SV 12 
doublecrystal 
diffractometer 
double-crystal 
diffractometer 
MICROFOCUS 
ID13 
MICROFOCUS 
1013 + Bragg- 
Fresnell-Lense 
Test-No. BeamlSource Device Objective Experimental Condition Material 
bending loading A = 0.125 nm 
AIMgSi, aged 
AIMgSi, aged 
Al 
like test 1 
AIMgSi, over- 
aged 
Al  
AIMg3, Ti 
Damage structure 
in necking Zone 
after tensile 
loading 
Q-range: 1 C2...1 O9/nm 
Beam size: 0.5 mm X 1 mm 
A = 0.155 nm 
Damage structure 
in  necking Zone 
aiter tensile 
loading 
Q-range: 104...3. 1 c21nm 
Beam size: 3 mm X 6 mm 
A = 0.48 nm 
Q-range: 104...3 1 CZ/nm 
Beam size: 3 mm X 4 mm. 
20 m m x  12mm 
A = 0.48 nm 
Damage structure 
in necking Zone 
after tensile 
loading 
Q-fange: 1 ~...1C31nm 
Beam size: 1 mm X 2 mm 
A = 0.154 nm 
Micro-beam- 
scanning ahead 
of a crack tip after 
bending loading 
Q-range: 1 ~ . . l O q l n m  
Beam size: 15 pm X 1 5 0 m  
Scan step: 200 m 
50 /mi 
A = 0.095 nm 
Micro-beam- 
scanning ahead 
of a crack tip after 
Q-range: 2.1 U2. .8 1U'hm 
Beam size: 2 Pm X 2 f l  
Scan step: 5 
Tensile specimens or precracked bending specimens in Charpy-V geometry were 
machined from commercial AI 99.5, Al alloys or Titan and loaded in a tensile or 3 
point bend test. X-ray scattering samples were cut parallel to the tensile direction 
or to the bending direction, respectively. The samples were thinned by mechanical 
grinding and chemical etching to  a thickness of about 220 gm. For neutron 
scattering several tensile specimens were assembled t o  a sample of 50 rnm X 20 
mm X 9 mm. 
3. Results 
Except the experiments with the X-ray double-crystal diffractometer, there are 
Special srnall angle scattering features within the range of high deforrnation, i.e. in 
the necking zone after tensile testing or near the crack tip after bending, Typical 
2 dimensional X-ray scattering Patterns near and far the crack tip are shown in 
Fig. 1. Outside the plastic Zone strong streaks often appear. These streaks could 
be caused by the diffraction of grain boundaries. Inside the plsstic zoneonly 
a14028-090 
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Fig. 1 Small angle X-ray scattering Pattern near (left) and far (right) the 
crack tip 
Al 99.5, bent, 150 pm X 15 pm beam size, X-ray energy: 12  keV 
z position [mm] 
Fig. 2 2d-distribution of the total length of the scattering streaks 
Al 99.5, bent 
residues of streaks can be Seen as the grain structure is at least partially destroyed 
due to the strong deformation. In some cases, one streak, which is very intensive 
and always oriented in the Same direction, can be still observed near the crack tip. 
The connection between this streak phenomenon and the plastic deformation can 
be recognized from Fig. 2 where for every measuring point the sum of the lengths 
of all streaks of the 2-dimensional scattering patterns (related to an arbitrarily 
selected intensity) is mapped. The local distribution of the total length of the 
streaks approximately corresponds to the plastic zone. 
The change of the total scattering intensity I (without consideration of the 
intensity of streaks) for different positions along a line in crack growth direction 
can be Seen in Fig. 3. The scattering intensity decreases with increasing distance 
from the crack tip. Both the Guinier plot (In I versus Q2)and the Porod plot (log I 
versus log Q) do not confirm the assumption that the defects are geometrically 
defined particles (voids). The well-defined linear Course in log-log-plot hints at a 
power law behaviour. Hierarchical substructures with fractal dimensions or 
dislocation arrangements scatter according to a power law. The exponent is 
between -2.7 and -3.5 for pure Al and increases with the distance from the crack 
tip. For AlMgSi the exponent is -3 or higher and does not show a dependence on 
the distance. For dislocation pile-ups an exponent of approximately -3 is expected 
131. The plastic deformation of the AlMgSi specimen is not so strong as the defor- 
mation of the Al specimen. Summarizingly one can conclude that the scattering 
effects are rather caused by dislocation structures than by voids or micropores. 
I- 
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Fig. 3 
Small angle X-ray scattering intensity versus scattering vector Q for different 
distances from the crack tip (values correspond tr, distance in mm) 
Al 99.5, bent 
As regards the fine distribution close to  the crack tip similar resufts can b.e 
obtained in experiments with the 2flm beam at the ESRFIMICROFOCUS-Beamline. 
Fig. 4 presents results of the neutron small angle scattering experiment. The 
focations a, b and c are within the necking zone, b is the Jocatirtn with the Iargest 
reduction of the cross section. The curves d and r! show the scattering intensity 
outside of the necking zone. 3n every case, in the Q-rang@ be.tween 1G4 and 
lCY3 nm-', the slopes of the curves log 1 versus lg C2 exhibit a bimodal linear 
o e 
x f 
X instr. C U N e  
Fig. 4 Small angle neutron scattering intensity 
versus scattering vector Q for different 
positions in the necking Zone 
Al 99.5, tensile-loaded 
dependency. Small differences between scattering intensities of the various 
locations can only be found for smaller values of Q. This suggests that the 
scattering effects might be preferentially caused by precipitates. A deformation- 
induced scattering effect occurs for scattering defects with a radius of gyration of 
approximately 500 ... 650 nm. That could be the expected voids. The evidence of 
void-induced small angle neutron scattering is not really convincing. There are two 
possible reasons for it. First, the number of small voids of dimensions between 
100 ... 1000 nm is very low. Secondly, the experiment averages over a too large 
volume to be able to recognize differences in the void formation. 
4. Conclusion 
Small angle X-ray and neutron scattering methods offer the capability to 
investigate the microstructural changes through strong deformation. The scattering 
Pattern results from the superposition of different effects such as precipitates, 
grain boundaries, dislocations, and voids. The interpretation of experimental 
findings turns out to be difficult. For the investigated alloy Systems the 
assumption of a ductile fracture mechanism based on competitive growth of very 
small microvoids could not be confirmed. lnstead of that, a damage mechanism 
related to the formation of dislocation structures is more evident. The experiments 
will be continued with simplier structured material and by using additional 
metallographic methods. 
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CALCULATION OF THE NEUTRON YlELD IN A MIRROR BASED 
PLASMA NEUTRON SOURCE 
H. Kumpf, K. Noack 
I. lntroduction 
The contents of the present contribution is exposed in more detail in the FZR-report [I]. It 
should be viewed as a part of the efforts made commonly by the Budker Institute 
Novosibirsk and FZR for examining the feasibility of an intense 14-MeV neutron source 
based on the Novosibirsk concept of an Open trap. Recently the whole subject has been 
presented in a broader context in 121. 
The special topic of the paper is the calculation of the 14 MeV neutron yield and its spatial 
distribution in such a neutron source admitting only inevitable approximations. This is done 
by a direct simulation of the orbits of the tritium and deuterium ions originating from the 
injected neutral t and d beams in the magnetic field of the device. The method adopted for 
the solution of the equations of motion is the well known guiding centre approximation 
(g.c.a.), adapted to cylinder coordinates and axially symmetric fields. Of course, one could 
instead integrate nurnerically the pafticles equations of motion with the Lorentz force as 
the right hand side, although in this case one has to take special care in order to conserve 
the necessary accuracy even after some lo5  Larmor revolutions performed by the ion 
during its life. But the g.c.a. seems to offer advantages in terms of computing time. At the 
same time the accuracy of the g.c.a. approach adopted here is amply sufficient, as has 
been demonstrated by comparison with results from the direct integration. 
The interaction of the fast ions with the plasma is taken into account by means of the 
relaxation times T~ and T for stopping and deflection in a multicomponent plasrna including 
the population of the fast ions themselves. 
The only place where random numbers are used is in the description of small angle 
scattering. But for as Iong as Coulomb scattering does not play a decisive role, the 
statistical error in the final results due to this randornness is insignificant (C 5% in the 
example considered). 
2. Remark on the Applied Method 
The essence of the guiding mntre approximation consists in a transformation from the ion 
space and velocity coordinates to guiding centre (g.c,) coordinates (those af the kentre of 
the Larmor circle'). in contrast to the particle coordinates, describing the fast Larmor 
rotation, the g.c. coordinates should be smooth functions of time. fherofore the equations 
of motion expressed in these coordinates are required not to mntain any trigonomettk 
functions. 
There exist several fomutations of guiding centre approximations in the literature casting 
the abve verbaf requirements into mathernati~al formulae and differjng in ertain details, 
The version of ref.[3] was adopted as the most cansistent one, aJnfortunat@Sy the 
straightfotward application of the generai expressions from [3] (as well as from other 
sources) to cylinder coordinates leads to essential singularities in the emerging equations. 
Nevertheless for this special case a transformation could be designed resulting in 
extremely simple equations of motion. For details it is referred to [I]. There are even two 
conserved variables among the set of g.c. coordinates: the total energy and a generalized 
magnetic moment. Nevertheless the conservation of the magnetic moment of the Larmor 
rotation is not presupposed. 
The description of the motion in the magnetic field had to be supplemented by a method of 
accounting for slowing down and small angle scattering in the surrounding plasma. To this 
end the notion of relaxation times T, for slowing down and T, for deflection was used. The 
dependence of T, and T, on local plasma parameters like eiectron and ion temperatures, 
density and plasma composition is stated e.g. by Trubnikov [4]. Expressions relating the 
changes in total energy and generalized magnetic moment to the two relaxation times 
could he derived. 
Furthermore, if the power of the injected beams of deuterons and tritons approaches the 
level necessary for an intense source of 14 MeV neutrons, the self-interaction among the 
population of fast ions cannot be neglected any longer. At present the following four 
branches of feedback are included: 
1. The tocal densities and energy distributions of previously injected tritons and deuterons 
are used to catculate relaxation times. Stopping is increased exclusively by the rise in 
electron density caused by filling in fast ions. Deflection is influenced by the fast ion 
populations themselves. 
2. Inside the plasma the magnetic field induced by the external coils is modified by the 
magnetic plasma pressure. 
3. An ambipolar electric potential is evaluated from the condition of electric neutrality. 
4. Last not least the densities of deuterons and tritons in the trap are used for calculating 
the proper distribution of the injection points of D and T ions originating from the 
impinging beams of neutrals. Cross-sections o, and a, for charge exchange and 
ionization respectively are taken from [6]. 
The feedback branches enumerated above are included by iterations. The number of 
iterations necessary for convergence strongly depends on the neutral beam power and the 
injection angle (see below). 
After establishing convergence from the resutting d and t densities the neutron yield is 
cafculated using a semi-empiric formula from [5]. 
3. An example 
Ac an exampte a version has been selected mrresponding to a predesign of a plasma 
neutron source based on tlhe gas dynamic trap proposed by the Efremov lnstitute St. 
Petersburg [?I. It has been treated by other methods in the Budker lnstitute Novosibirsk 
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Fig. I: Dependence of the magnetic field on axis in Tesla on the distance z. 
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Fig.2: Distribution of neutron source strength in s%T1] along the axic 05 the trap. 
Input parameters indicated in the text, but injection angle reduced to 35" resp. 32,5". 
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[9]. lts main characteristic feature is the injection of both reacting species deuterons as 
well as tritons in the form of atomic beams. The intention here is to keep the injection 
energy so low as to allow the use of positive ion sources with their much better energy 
efficiency in comparison to that of negative ion sources [8] . 
Here the input for the calcutation. 
The magnetic field on the axis of the configuration is shown in the Fig. I . 
The injection angle amounts to 8 = 40°, for both injected deuterium and tritium beams. 
In the right hand part the dependence of the magnetic field in Fig. 1 exhibits a 
characteristic threshold in front of the mirror, designed for raising the ion densities and 
therefore the neutron yield in this region. This is achieved by choosing the ratio of the 
magnetic field B, at the plateau to its value B, at the injection point in the centre 
acwrding to: 
In this case the turning points at least of the freshly injected ions are located in the centre 
of the hump. 
The energies of the beams are W, = 80 keV and W, = 94 keV for deuterium and tritium 
respectively, the corresponding trapped powers P, = 14 MW and P, = 12 MW. 
The plasma radius is defined by means of a limiter with r, = 0.085 m radius, placed at z = 
0. 
The temperatures for ions and electrons of the thermal component of the target plasma 
are supposed to be Ti = 6 keV and Te = 1. I keV respectively, its density n,= 2.3 10 m'3. 
lf one tries to solve the original task one obtains erratic behaviour of the resutt, i.e. no 
convergence. Only after considerable reduction of the input power level of the d and t 
neutral beams convergence can be established. This demonstrates the essentialty 
nonlinear character of the probtem. 
An apparent solution is to lower the angle of neutral injection (or if this should be linked 
with unsurmountable technical difficulties to raise the height of the threshold in the 
magnetic field). Fig. 2 shows the neutron yield distribution for injection angles 35" resp. 
32.5" instead of the designed value of 40". In fhe first case the angle appears still too 
high, in the second one near optimal. 
Generalty it may be stated, that for the most favourable case cited in the last figure the 
total neutron yiefd in the region extended 2m around the peak amounts to about 3.8 1017 
neutronsjs or 0.9 MW, corresponding to an efficiency of energy conversion from neutral 
beam power to neutron power in the peak of about 3.8 %. The shape of the yield 
distribution along the axis of the device too is rather favourabte, the height of the peak 
exceeding the value in the ccenter of the trap by a factor of 5.4 and the height of the smaller 
peak at the left mirror still by a factor of about 3. Thus, the idea of concentrating the 
neutron output by means of a hump in the magnetic field in front of one of the mirrors has 
been confirmed. Finaly, the observed convergence of the iterations modelling the self- 
interaction of the plasma (at least at sufficiently low angles of injection!) strengthens 
confidence in the stability of the version with simultaneous injection of deuterons and 
tritons. 
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PARALLEL PARTICLE TRANSPORT SIMULATIONS 
ON A PowerXplorerTM 
K. Noack, G. Otto 
I. Introduction 
Since several years parallel computing has become more and more important as well in 
fundamental as in applied sciences. This development is pushed by disciplines which 
demand the application of numerical methods requesting especially high computing 
perfomances. Monte Carlo transport simulations are of that type. In the department 
Particle and Radiation Transport this method is mainly used for studying neutronlgamma 
fields in and around fission reactors, high-energetic ion beams used for tumor therapy and 
ion and neutral particle fields in a mirror based 14 MeV plasma neutron source. It is well- 
known that the Monte Carlo method does not only demand high computing power but is 
also well-suited for parallel computing. This situation suggested the decision to do the first 
step into parallel computing just in the field of Monte Carlo transport simulations. 
2. The PowerXplorerm system 
The PowerXplorerTM system is a two-component system consisting of a SUN SPARC- 
station 5 as the host computer and an 8-nodes computing network. Figure 1 shows the 
structure of the system. The nodes are arranged in a two-dimensional array. Two links 
between host and network allow the partitioning into two 4-nodes clusters. These clusters 
may be independently used by different users. The SUN workstation is controlled by the 
operating system SOLARIS 2.3. Maintaining compatibility to SOLARIS the Xplorer runs 
the parallel operating environment PARIXTM - presently the version 1.3.1 - which is a 
parallel extension to UNIX developed by Parsytec Inc. According to Flynn's classification 
PARlX realizes the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) programming model [I], i. e. 
mainly the consequence of the specific design 
of PARlX for controlling a hornogeneous system 
of nodes. One node of the PowerXplorer 
consists of one numerical RlSC processor SOLARIS 2.3 
PowerPCTM-601 and one transputer T8051M for 
communication. The PowerPC-6Of chip is a 
result of a collaboration between Apple, IBM Fig. 1: Paralle 
each node participating in the calculation 
executes the Same prograrn. Additionally to 
PARlX the user has the possibility to run XPLORER 
parallel applications designed for the PVM 
message passing system [SI. For that purpose, 
the powerPVMTM package is available. This 
package comprises the mostly used PVM 
routines which have been especially adopted to SUN 
& PARIX 1.3.1 
, I  computer  "parsy" 
the Xplorer network. In this context it is worth to SPARC 
note that PARlX runs the same application station 5 
much more eficiently than PVM [3] what is 
und Motorola. It is running at 80 MHz, has 32 kByte internal cache and 32 Mbyte of 
memory. The processor achievs the following performances: 77 SPECint92, 93 
SPECfp92, 80 MFLOPS peak (64-bit IEEE), 160 MFLOPS peak (32-bit IEEE). The 
transputer adds 30 MlPS and 8.8 Mbytels intelligent communication bandwidth. 
Inside the LAN of the Research Cenfre Rossendorf (RCR) the described parallel 
computing system is available under the name "parsy". Presently, only the use of a 
Motorola-FORTRAN 77 compiler is licensed. 
3. Parallelization of the FIT code 
One of the most computer time consuming applications is the simulation of the ion 
transport inside the "Gasdynamic Trapn (GDT) experimental facility at the Budker Institute 
Novosibirsk (BIN). This research work is part of the collaboration between RCR and BIN 
that is directed to the project of a highly intense, 14 MeV plasma neutron source for 
material research. The subject of the common research work is the development of an 
'ntegrated lransport Code System the modules of which are presently under 
development and validation by comparing with experimental results from the GDT [4]. As 
modul for simulating the fast ion transport for given target plasma and neutral gas fields 
the code FIT has been developed. lts mathematical models are basing on the space- 
dependent Fokker-Planck equation. 
Originally the code has been designed for an optimized use of the vector feature of the 
RCR's computing Server CONVEX C3820. In analogy to neutron transport Monte Carlo 
codes applicable for criticality calculations, e. g. MORSE 151, the ion transport algorithm in 
FIT is batch-structured, i. e. one simulation cycle comprises the tracking of a user defined 
multitude of test particles starting from their births up to their deaths. The whole 
calculation consists of a sequence of such particle batches. This structuring of the 
transport simulation together with an appropriate allocation of the necessary particle data 
allow the favourable use of vector routines from a special library and the programming of 
DO-loops which can be efficiently vectorized by the compiler. 
When going to parallelize the code the main question was about the granularity, i .  e. what 
should be the subtask that has to be accomplished by one node. Several of the 
parallelized particle transport codes use the classical Master-Wsrker scheme [63. There, 
one of the nodes is identified as the master and all the others as workers. The role of the 
master consists in generating the particle births, distributing them to the workers and 
collecting the tallies from the workers when they finished the simulation of their particle 
history. in this scheme the granularity is determined by a test particle history. In the case 
of FIT it was decided to modify this classical scheme in two regards: on the one hand, the 
granularity was increased to the maximum extend, namefy up to a complete sequence of 
batches, and on the other hand, after performing some initialization work the master 3s 
degraded to a usual worker which also has to simulate a sequence of batchec, In this 
way, the communication is minimized and each of the nodes is rnaximally employed for 
numerical work. Figure 2 presents the scheme in a mnernonic description. Step I is a call 
of a PARiX roufine which assigns an identification number Mto the calling nsde. All nodes 
carsy out this step. In the Course of the further code executian this id is wsed as an 
ordinary FORTRAN-variable. By that, each node can be identif-ied at any tim& Step 2 
Master 
id=O 
Worker 
{id=l , . . . id=7) 
I@ lnitialization of @ d @ d 
I configuration I @ Construction of @ d topology I O Preparation of Q d common data J INPUT I 
I + {DATA} 
O RECV 
to all Workers {D ATA} 
6 RECV 
{D ATA} 
Subtask @ Subtask U1 ": E0 Subtask "7": 
D 0  IB=I ,NBATCHS 
i/ 
END D0  
I 8 RECV {Results} 8 SEND to M. from Workers {Results) 
0 Calculation of 
final results and 
OUTPUT 
18 END 
time 
8 SEND to M. 
{Results} 
d END 8 END 
Fig. 2: Modified Master-Worker scheme as used in FIT 
perforrns the construction of the topology with the help of PARIX routines, i. e. the 
bidirectional links between the master and all the workers are established. In step 3 each 
node prepares some general data necessary for the particle simulations. After that, the 
master reads the input data from host files and transforms them into certain data arrays 
defined inside the code. In step 5 the master sends the data arrays to all workers and the 
workers receive these data. Step 6 is the actual long-time calculation. Each node, i. e. 
including the master, perforrns the Same sequence of NBATCHS batches. During their 
simulations all nodes write data, e. g. birth points of generated secondary particles 
(neutrals), on files located at the host. In step 7 all workers send their partial results to the 
master. Finally, the master calculates the final results and puts them out. 
The realized scheme is the most efficient one for the ion transport problems simulated by 
the FIT code. Communications between the master and the workers take place only 
during steps 5 and 7. Also, a synchronization of the nodes turned out to be not necessary 
because the time diffusion of the nodes remains very small - about two or three minutes 
only in the Course of an one-day calculation. 
4. Results 
Table I presents the comparison of the efficiencies of a typical FIT calculation achieved 
on various computer systems. The calculation on the CONVEX represents the optimum 
vectorized version of FIT. The "GC (TU-CH.)" is an 128-nodes system of the GC-series of 
the Parsytec Inc. installed at the Technical University Chemnitz. It is declared as the 
"Saxonian Parallel Computer" and may be chargeless used by institutions of public law. 
The implementation of the parallelized FIT code was possible without serious problems. 
It is now used for FIT applications in the case when particularly high petformance is 
desired. As in case of the Xplorer the nodes of the GC-system are also composed of the 
PowerPC-601 numeric processor and the T805 transputer. 
Tab. I :Comparison of efficiencies of FIT calculations on various computer systems 
I Computer I Number of I Rel efficiency nodes I 
I CONVEX I - I 1.0 I 
Three important aspects that are expressed by this table are to be pointed out. First, one 
can See that the use of the "parsy" already gives an essential gain in computing power 
and consequently a discharge for the RCR's computing Server, too. The second aspect 
concerns the use of the GC-system for potential Monte Carlo users of the RCR, By means 
of the parallelization of FIT and its implementation on the GC-system it has been 
demonstrated that a peak perfomance up to about 5 GFLOPS is achievable. The third 
aspect is of methodical importance for Monte Carlo transport simulations in general. The 
calculations show a great advantage of the Monte Carlo method in comparison to 
deterministic transport calculations: their efficiency scales linearly with the number of 
processors. So, the Monte Carlo method will continue to benefit directly from the further 
development of parallel computer systems. 
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SIMULATION OF THE TRANSPORT OF HIGH ENERGY IONS AND 
RESULTING PARTICLES 
1. lntroduction 
The main German activities on fast ions use for tumour therapy take place in Darmstadt 
and are now in a stage shortly before clinical application. The investigations represented 
here, do not immediately contribute to therapy planning but primarily were to estimate the 
part of deposited energy in the tissue due to light particles from fragmentation. 
First, the tissue was not only described by zones of different electron density. Their 
elements constituents were taken into account. Second, as the fragmentation processes 
are not well known up to now, the influence of different fragmentation Cross section models 
have been studied by comparison with experimental data. 
2. Calculation Code 
A procedure was created to calculate the space dependent energy deposition of the ions 
and of the particles resulting from fragmentation for given input energy of the primary ions 
and given mater~ial composition of the different layers which wnstitute the related zones 
of the human bady. Ac the primary ions undergo fragmentation on their way through the 
tissue and these fragments can further be fragmented, the energy of the fragments has to 
be wnsidered. Furtherrnore, the fluences of different particles must be calculated after the 
different layers to enable comparison with experiments. The calculation were based on 
the Bethe equatlion (1) [ I ]  that describes the energy loss of ions by excitation of ions: 
In (1) m*c2 means the rest mass of the electron, rothe classical radius of the electron, z 
the atomic number of the projectile, Z the mean atomic number of the given material 
composition and N the total nuclear density of all kinds of atoms within the material 
composition. Z is calculated before together with other constant quantities for the arising 
material compositions. Further 13 stands for vlc and I is the mean ionization potential for 
the given material composition. The values for I are found in the Iiteratur (e.g. 123) for the 
most important materials. However they slightly vary depending on the author. 
A charge correction as given in [ I ]  can optionally be used. This correction treats projectile 
velocities, which are comparable with the classical velocity of electrons in hydrogen. It 
replaces the charge number z of the projectile by z*(l-exp(-0.95*vlvo)), where V, is the 
mean velocity of the electron in a hydrogen atom. 
612 is a density correction introduced by Stemheimer P]. This correction takes into account 
a decreasing of slowing down of the ions caused by the e'iectrical field of the ion and the 
resuiting polarization of atoms that are near to the path of the ion. Ttiis effect b e m e s  more 
important for high energies because the interaction range af the electrical field increases 
for higher energies. Moreover this effect depends on the density of the material and is 
primarily relevant within fiuids and solids. First cafcuiations used this rnodel. It was found 
that for ion energies and materials typical for ion therapy the contribution to dEldx is lower 
than 0.01 %. Therefore, in the code this contribution can be considered optionally. Other 
possible corrections of formula (I), as e.g. the shell correction that is important for very low 
energies, have not been considered because no real influence on the dose could be 
observed. 
During the numerical solution of (I)  the X-coordinate is divided into small intervals in which 
dE/dx can be treated constant. This dx-step determines the numerical accuracy and is 
automatically determined over the change of the derivative. For the representation of results 
the space step can be arbitrarily chosen. 
The statistical fluctuation (straggling) of energy after the transmission of a distance Ax is 
according to Bohr proportional to Ax and can be better described by a relativistic correc- 
tion. In the developed code these distances Ax are randomly chosen. The real new energy 
after Ax is obtained from a Gaussiandistribution using the improved Bohr expression for 
the standard deviation. The fragmentation is determined by the total cross section of 
fragmentation. Equation (1) is not sufiicient for describing the announced problem but has 
to be completed. Additionally to (1) equation (2) must be considered: 
A is the number of initial particles depending on the distance X. X(E,x) is the total fragmenta- 
tion cross section that depends on E and E depends through equation (1) on X. But there 
is also a dependence on X by the composition. For the complete problem the Monte Carlo 
method can be applied very advantageously. Using the Monte Carlo method, equation (1 ) 
can be solved simultaneously accomplishing all the necessary wrrections as straggling, 
and e.g. the more accurate treatment of fragmentation by considering the velocity loss of 
the projectile fragments compared with the projectiles. There are 3 different options to model 
this effect. The simplest approximation does not take this effect into account. The projectile 
and fragment nucleons have the Same energy. Furthermore, the approximation introduced 
by Morissey (see e.g. [4]) and byTsao, L.Sihver et al. [5] can alternatively be used. The 
Tsao, Sihver-approximation is based on a Gaussian distribution of the energy of fragments 
in the laboratory system. 
Several code versions had to be generated according to the different representations of 
the total and partial fragmentation cross sections. In addition, different energy straggling 
models were used and the possibility of multifragmentation had to be taken into account. 
Multiiagmentation requires a nonanalogous Monte Carlo treatment. This means that many 
different fragments can arise from one fragmentation. 
The mentioned options were especially important to get a feeling about the influence of 
the different assumptions and the sensitivity of the results. 
The calculations provided the fluences for each layer, the total energy release in each space 
interval, the energy deposition of the fragments, and the difference of the energy of reacting 
projectiles and produced fragments. This last mentioned difference might result from target 
fragments, particles of the "fireball", and the difference of the binding energy of the projecti- 
ies and produced fragments. 
Concludingly it can be stated that for the one-dimensional transport of ions there are 
powerktl and tested d e s  with reasonable calwtation times (e.g. 1 hour for 1 % statistical 
error and space resolution of .Ol cm). 
3. Fragmentation Data 
Based on the model introduced by Sümmerer, at first a code was developed for the 
generation of libraries of macroscopic fragmentation cross sections for arbitrary material 
cornpositions. For each material composition the total reaction cross section and the 
probabilities of the generation of different fragments are calculated. For the total cross 
section also other empirical formulas can be used, among them one recommended by 
Sihver [I]. Moreover, many different models by Sihver with energy independent and 
dependent cross sections were investigated. The main uncertainties of all these models 
are connected with the portion of light particles among the fragments. Own criteria are 
developed, regarding which of the shortliving fragments are to be considered. The latest 
improved models by Sihver take into account multifragmentation and more exact models 
for reaction kinetics. 
For all these different models data libraries were generated. However, the most general 
model does not ensure conservation of mass and energy for low energies. Moreover, for 
some cases the sum of the partial cross section is smaller than the calculated total reaction 
cross section. For these reasons some corrections of this latest model were accomplished. 
Since the multiplicity cannot be greater than this value was taken as a limit. In case 
of multiplicitySih,~l all partial fragmentation cross sections are increased by the factor 
k=l/multiplicitysi, Corrections of this kind are of course not very satisfying because such 
effects are obviously connected with the insufficiency of the model. 
The comparison of all these different models show good correspondence between the 
different theoretical total reaction cross sections and with experimental values. Concerning 
the partial fragmentation cross section the situation is worse especially for light fragments. 
4. Comparisons with Experiments and Between Different Models 
The corrected data library was compared with measured fragment yields obtained by 
Schardt et al. [6] for 270 MeV '*C-projectiles (effective energy 237 MeV). The curves of 
angle dependent fragmentation yields taken from [6] were used to obtain the "experimentaln 
partial fragmentation yields for given Z. In Tab. 1 these yields ( SIGMACZ), ) are wmpared 
with calculated yields for different energies ( SIGMA(Z)„, ). Additionally the total yield as 
sum of the partial yields and the total cross section are represented. 
Tab. I : Measured and Calculated Partial Fragmentation Cross Sections in mbarn 
z SIGMW3, SIGMA(Z)„ 
237 10.0 50.0 100.0 200.0 300.0 MeV 
sun of 2=<6 = 3178.665 
sun of caic.partial C.S. with 2<6 = 
total sun of calc-partial C.S. = 
total cross section - 
Obvioucly, the heavy fragment yields are in very good agreement with the rneasured values 
whereas the calculated lighter fragment yields are about 20-2596 smaller. The calculated 
sum over all fragments is also somewhat smaller than the measured sum. When assessing 
this comparison one must have in mind the uncertainties of the determination of the 
"measured vaiues" from a curve of angle dependent fragmentation yields. The comparison 
between the calculated total cross section and the surn of fragmentation yields shows that 
in each fragmentation event on average more than two projectile fragments are generated. 
For all developed modets of cross sections, straggling and different ather approximations 
extensive calculations were performed. Not only homogeneous systerns but also inhomoge- 
neous ones have been investigated. In Fig. I some results for different fragmentation 
models and a homogeneous systern are to be Seen. 
-B - Suemmerer EPAX model variant I 
-C - Sihver without s.4. fr., energy dep. sigmatotai 
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Fig.1: Distributions of Total Doses and Fragment Doses from 3600 MeV C-12 Projectiles 
in Water for Different Fragmentation Models 
A remarkable increase of the energy release near to the Bragg-peak has to be noticed for 
the Sihver model C without taking into consideration the impulse loss of fragments due to 
reaction kinetics. 
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Fig. 2: Distribution of the Total Dose from 4000 MeV C-I2 Projectiles in a Heterogeneous 
Medium (Muscle-Bone-Muscle) 
Fig. 2 shows the energy release for a heterogeneous structure and demonstrates the 
influence of the energy straggling. 
In Fig. 3 measured and calculated values of the space dependent energy dose are 
compared. This picture was taken from [7]. The own calculation results using the latest 
Sihver Cross section model and including all improvements were added. These results 
agreed so well with the former calculations and the measurements that the differences 
cannot be distinguished in the picture. 
Fig. 3: Measurements (points), Calculations by Sihver et al. and Own Calculations (lines) 
of the Total Space Dependent Energy Deposition 
In the introduction it was announced that even fluence results can be calculated with the 
developed Monte Carlo code. This opportunity is osed to compare with other experiments 
by Schall 181. 
[8] makes available experimental results for 3 different kinds of fragments. T%b. 2 shows 
these experimental values and our calculations for different fragmentation modeis. lt should 
be noticed that the rneasured values are infiuenced by additional facilities arranged brsfore 
the measurement arrangement. This effect could not exactfy be wnsidered because of 
missing information. 
Table 2 : Space Distribution of Relative Fragment Fluences for I2C Projectiles with 
Energies of 674 MeVINucleon Measured by Schall [7] and Calculated Values 
Using Two Different Fragmentation Models 
5. Conclusions 
SOmmerer 
Schall, 
Above all two conclusions can be drawn. 
First, the total doses are very insensitive against different fragmentation models. In general 
a satisfying agreement can be stated between calculation and experiment. 
Sewnd, this is not the case for fragment specific fluences. They very sensitively depend 
on the applied models and wrrections. 
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A THEORETJCAL VIBRATION MODEL FOR VVER-440 REACTORS 
CONSlDERlNG THE FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION 
E. Altstadt, G. Grunwald, M. Scheffler, and F.-P. Weiss 
1. lntroduction 
At many power stations on-line vibration monitoring became a standard procedure of 
plant surveillance. This development was provoked by abnormal vibrations that 
happened [I-31. To detect mechanical faults causing the abnormal vibrations in an 
early stage a finite element (FE) based vibration model of the whole primary circuit is 
needed, permitting 
- the description of the normal vibrations of the components, especially to assign 
the measured vibration frequencies in neutron noise, pressure fluctuations or 
mechanical displacements to vibration modes of the whole coupled mechanical 
system 
- the determination of physical limits for frequency shifls and amplitude changes 
as alarm thresholds for on-line vibration monitoring 
- the assessment of mechanical loads connected with the failure of a certain 
component. 
The correct description of the mechanical vibrations of the reactor pressure vessel and 
its internals requires the fluid-structure-interaction (FSI) in the downcomer region to be 
considered in the FE-model using an especially developed fluid-structure-element 
(FSE). 
2. The Finite Element Based Vibration Model 
The model comprises the whole primary circuit, including steam generators, loops, 
coolant Pumps, main isolating valves, and the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) with its 
internals (Fig. 1). It was developed using the FE-code ANSYW on a Hewiett-Packard 
workstation platform. 
The ewerimental experience showed the mechanical integrity of the system not to be 
endangered by shell mode vibrations but by beam mode vibrations in the frequency 
range up to 30 Hz. Additional FE calculations yieided that all shell modes occur 
beyond 30 Hz. Thus it is sufficient to assemble the model from 1D pipe elements. 
Figure 2 shows a topology scheme of the finite-element-model for the RPV and all the 
internals: core barre1 (CB), CB support skirt, core basket, upper core structure. The 
model of the RPV head considers the upper callotte, the controi-element standpipe 
frame and the standpipes themselfs. Each of the 71 nodes connecting two elastic pipe 
elements has 6 degrees of freedom. Different reactor components are rnutuaily 
connected by stiffness matrices (12 X 12) which e.g. represent the CB guide lugs 
(nodes 20 and 39), or the ring foundation (nodes 43 and 71), or the spring pipe 
Segments between the upper flange of the CB and the RPV head (nodes 31 and 50). 
I I The parameters of those stiffness 
3ff' f finite pipe elemants (PIPE 16) 
.L 
- constraints, rigid fixing 
stiffness mtrix 
* foundation 
* lurrped structural mass 
m s s  of thafluki 
- fluid-structur.+element 
matrices were estimated in separate 
3D calculations. Extreme stiff con- 
nections are modelled by constraints. 
The FSEs are located between the 
RPV and the CB (e.g. between nodes 
37 and 16, 38 and 17, 40 and 22, See 
Fig. 2). Chapter 3 gives an overview 
about the basic steps of the derivation 
of the FSE. 
RPV 51 
b a d  72 spring packages ?13 
- 50 31 -12 
Fig. 1: Element plot of the VVER-440 
primary circuit In analogy to the RPV with internals, 
the loop model consists of pipe 
elements, pipe tee and pipe elbow 
elements, structural mass elements (which are formulated as 6 by 6 inertia matrices), 
stiffness matrices and constraints. The loop model includes the steam generator (SG), 
the hot leg (HL), the cold leg (CL), the main coolant pump (MCP), the hot isolating 
valve (HV) and the cold isolating valve (CV). Special attention was put on the SG 
support and on the connection of the SG with the secondary circuit, both modelled by 
49. sprtngp~pes 30 
outlot 48. 29 
4 47. 28 5o stNCture 
46. 27 9 
inlet 45- 
g * 44' 26 * 8 
-+--Ws. -7 
I 25 6 - 
CB - 
42. 24 
core 
41 23 3 basket 
RPV 
Fig. 2: Topology of the FE-model for the RPV 
and its internals 
a separately calculated stiffness matrix 
between the SG Center node and the 
ground. Neglecting these couplings, 
one would drastically underestimate 
particularly the first eigenfrequency of 
the loop. The bearings of the MCP and 
of the HV are represented by stiffness 
matrices, too. The parameters of the 
loop model could be adjusted using 
results from modal analysis 
experiments performed at coolant 
loops in the Greifswald NPP, 
Germany, and in the Dukovany NPP, 
Czech, as well. 
The vibration behaviour of the RPV 
and the six coolant loops cannot 
strictly be separated. Neither the RPV 
is a fix clamping for the loops nor is the 
loop inertia neglectable for RPV 
motions. So in general it is to be 
expected that the mode shapes will be 
coupled. The connection of RPV and 
coolant loops is realized by rigid area 
constraint equations between RPV 
(node 47, Fig. 2) and the first nodes of 
all six loops and between RPV (node 
44) and the last nodes of all six loops 
respectivly. 
3. Modelling the Fluid-Structure lnteraction (FSI) 
For the consideration of the FSI in the downcomer the coupled system of fluid equa- 
tions (continuity equation and Navier-Stokes-equation) and of structural equations of 
motion must be solved. To obtain a fluid-structure-element (FSE) which can be 
implemented in the FE-model of the reactor, the system of equations must 
approximately be solved. 
The approximation applied to solve the 
system of fluid equations and equations of 
motion is specially taylored for 
incompressible fluids streaming through a 
narrow annular gap which is formed by two 
concentric cylinders (Fig. 3). The fluid flow 
is driven by a pressure gradient p, - p, . 
Each of the cylinders can perform small 
motions (two displacements and two 
rotations). Thus the FSE has 8 structural 
degrees of freedom. 
Fig. 3: 
Fluid velocity V, and pressure p are 
described in cylindrical coordinates. 
Making a linear approach for the radial 
component of the fluid velocity V„ and 
presuming that the components V, and y 
do not depend on r but only on cp and z, the 
continuity equation can be averaged over 
the gap width [2]. The resulting 2D 
equation which can be used for narrow 
gaps and small structural displacements 
can be solved analytically. The potential 
solution for the velocity field is applied to 
calculate the pressure distribution in 
dependence on the structural motion using 
the Navier-Stokes-equation [Zj. The 
resulting forces and mornenta which act on 
the structure can in turn be obtained from the pressure field. 
After linearizing the pressure distribution with respect to the structural motion (velucity 
and acceleration) the FSE mass matrix and the FSE damping matrix (both nun- 
symmetric) can be obtained. Experimental investigations at a laboratory set-up were 
performed to validate the analytical 2D solution 121. These experiments proved the 
FSE to be applicable to laminar fluid flow in the annuiar gap as wetl as to turbulent 
fluid flow. In addition to that, the experimental results have shown that the flowing fluid 
also causes a stiffness reaction, i.e. forces and momenta which are proportional to the 
relative displacement of the cylinders. This cannot be described by the above 
approximation. Therefore, the stiffness matrix was obtained by an analyticaf 
approximate 3D-solution of the fluid equations for stationary flow through the defarrned 
annular gap. 
4. Eigenfrequencies and Mode Shapes 
The coupling of all six coolant 
loops with the RPV results in 
a great number of eigen- 
frequencies of the complex 
System due to the coupling of 
different degrees of freedom. 
The whole model then 
consists of about 450 finite 
elements with about 2300 
active degrees of freedom. In 
the frequency range up to 30 
Hz more than 100 eigen- 
frequencies are obtained. 
L Many Of them are Fig. 4: Coupled mode of the primary circuit at 3.5 Hz together but exhibit different 
mode shapes. 
Table 1 : Eigenfrequencies and mode shapes of the RPV and its internals 
No. Frequency I Hz Verbal description 
FSE no FSE 
112 3.5 3.5 in-phase pendulum motion of RPV, CB and CB-internals; I. beam mode 
3.65 3.65 of the upper unit in-phase; loops in-phase 
314 4.6 4.6 in-phase pendulum motion of RPV, CB and CB-internals; I. beam mode 
4.7 4.7 of the upper unit in-phase; loops in anti-phase 
516 8.2 8.2 small in-phase pendulum motion of RPV, CB and CB-internals; 1. beam 
8.3 8.3 rnode of the upper unit in anti-phase; large cold leg displacements (MCP) 
718 10.3 10.5 in-phase pendulum motion of RPV, CB and CB-internals; 1. beam mode 
10.5 10.7 of the upper unit in anti-phase; hot leg displacements 
9/10 13.75 26.0 anti-phase pendulum motion of the RPV with respect to all RPV-internals, 
13.75 26.0 elastic deformation of CB and CB-internals, 2. modes of standpipe frame 
and standpipes 
11M2 16.0 15.8 2. beam mode of the CE stand~ipes 
. . 
16.0 15.8 
13 18.6 18.6 z-vibration of alt internals. small z-amlilitude of the RPV. in-lihase liendu- 
lum motion of RPV, CB ahd CB-internals, 2. beam mode of'the u k e r  unit 
1411 5 23.6 Y anti-phase beam modes of RPV (lower part) and CB; elastic deformation 
Most of the mode shapes are charac- 
terized by various loop displacements in 
many different phase relations with the 
RPV being almost in rest position. Some 
mode shapes only exhibit large 
displacements of the loops and of the 
RPV as well. For example Fig. 4 shows 
the lowest mode shape at 3.5 Hz which 
has significant displacements of the RPV 
Fig. 5: Forced vibrabtion spectra with and and of the internals. 
without consideration of FSI 
Fig. 6: Modes of RPV and internals 
For the investigation of the RPV and its 
internals it is suitable to reduce the model 
size by means of the substructure 
technique to exclude such modes which 
differ from each other only in the phase 
relations of the loops. The six coolant 
loops are represented in the reduced 
model by a substructure of 12 degrees of 
freedom. Table 1 gives an overview of the 
modes of the RPV and its internals up to 
30 Hz. To demonstrate how important the 
consideration of FSI is, the eigen- 
frequencies are listed for the two cases: 
with and without FSEs. The first 
eigenfrequency connected with a 
significant relative displacement between 
RPV and CB was calculated to be at 26 
Hz without FSI. Consideration of FSI 
shifts that eingenfrequency down to 13.75 Hz. This effect can also be Seen in the 
forced vibration spectra (Fig. 5) 
The eigenmodes 9, 10, 13, 14 and 15 (Fig. 6b-d) are particularly important for the 
detection of possible degradations of the internal clamping elements like the guide 
lugs and the spring pipe Segments. Mode 13 at 18.6 Hz is above all a z-vibration of all 
the internals while the vessel amplitude itself is rather small. Even the relative 
displacements connected with the pendulum component of this mode can be 
neglected. The modes 911 0 and 1411 5 are related to anti-phase motions of the RPV 
with respect to all internal components. These modes are further characterized by 
elastic deformations of the internals. 
5. Simulation of Mechanical Failures 
To reveal how degradations of the safety relevant internal components affect excore 
vibration spectra, sensitivity studies were performed by varying certain parameters of 
the FE-model. The calculation of the forced vibration spectra is based on a transient 
analysis (simulation of time series) followed by a digital signal processing procedure. 
Figure 7 indicates how the forced vibration spectra of RPV bottom displacements in all 
directions would change in case of two broken guide lugs at 0 and 45 degrees 
azimutal position (in total there are 8 guide lugs with 45 degrees azimutal division). As 
expected, above all the eigenfrequencies pertaining to anti-phase pendulum motion do 
respond to that failure. There is almost no effect in the other eigenfrequencies. The 
change of the spectra can most clearly be observed in the y-direction, because a 
guide lug mainly acts as a tangential spring. But also the spectrum of the z-vibration 
provides a significant change though the guide lugs do not have a stiffnesc in that 
direction. 
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Fig. 7: Change of spectra of RPV bottom Fig. 8: Change of spectra of RPV bottorn 
displacement (node 37 X and y, node 34 displacement (node 37 X and y, node 34 
z). Fracture (-f) of two guide lugs at 0 and z). Failure (-f) of two hold down spring 
45 degrees. pipe Segments. 
Figure 8 shows the change of the spectra of the RPV bottom displacement in all 
directions in case of the failure of two spring pipes (in total there are six 60 degrees 
spring pipe segments). A significant effect is observed in a down shift of the 
eigenfrequency of mode 13 at about 18 Hz and a rather small shift of the modes 911 0. 
The spectrum change can most clearly be observed in the z-direction, because the 
pipe segments mainly act as a vertical spring, and mode 13 is a large z-vibration of the 
RPV internals. 
6. Conclusions 
The developed model describes the mechanical vibration behaviour of VVER-440 type 
reactors in the frequency region up to 30 Hz and can be considered to be widely 
verified. 
Modelling the vibrations, the FSI has to be taken into account. It strongly affects 
vibration modes exhibiting a relative displacement between CE3 and RPV. 
The simulation of mechanical damages of RPV internal components is realized by 
modification of certain Parameters of the FE-model. The modes and the forced 
vibration spectra of the whole structure with damaged components mostly are clearly 
different frorn those of the intact structure. Mode selective shifts of resonance peaks 
can be considered as unambigious indications of a comoponent failure. The most 
important damages are guide lug breaks and hold down spring pipe Segment failures. 
The forced vibration spectra can be calculated for any location of the structure. Thus, 
it is possible to give reeommendations on a sensitive instrumentation for an early 
failure detection. 
In principle, the model is even suited to estimate the loads of the reactor components 
which might be imposed by internal or external events (explosion, earthquake, 
emergency core cooling). 
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IDENTIFICATION OF DANGEROUS STATES IN CHEMICAL PLANTS 
USlNG NEURAL NETWORKS 
G. Hessel, W. Schmitt, K. van der Vorst, F.-P. Weiss, 
J. Neumann ', S. Schlüter ' , and A. Steiff' 
1. lntroduction 
Human errors are one main cause of accidents in complex chemical plants. According 
to the "Major Accident Reporting System" [I] of the European Research Centre at 
lspra (Italy), the vast majority of accidents in chemical plants could have been pre- 
vented by properly implementing the experience of the experts regarding the behav- 
iour of the chemical plant on the one hand, and the sequence of incidents during 
similar situations on the other hand. 
For example, the reasons for human errors and uncertainties in making decisions 
under critical situations could be: 
- lack of attention due to the overtiredness 
- misinterpretation of the state of the plant under stress 
- inappropriate response to unknown situations, and 
- overstraining of personnel due to an excessive presentation of information. 
Therefore, the objective is to apply pattern recognition procedures such as neural 
networks or fuzzy pattern classification as an additional supervision system. These 
self-leaming algorithms are expected to detect and assess critical situations unaffected 
by individual operator errors. 
Within the frame of a joint project, this research work will be carried out in cooperation 
with the Institute for Environmental, Safety and Energy Technology at Oberhausen 
which is responsible for the development of a process simulator and for the construc- 
tion of a laboratory reactor. Neural network approaches being developed at Rossen- 
dorf shall be trained and tested using experimental and simulated data sets from 
Oberhausen. 
2. Neural Network Approach 
The working principle of a supervision method based on neural network is Shown in 
Fig. 7 .  When applying to the qualitative classification of process states, the neural 
network first has to be trained by process data from normal conditions and different 
fauity states as wefl. In this leaming phase, the network is simultaneously confronted 
with pairs of feature vectors and target vectors at the input and output layer, respec- 
tivefy. To achieve a good classification ability, the input vectors have to consist of 
symptoms charaderizing the respedive fauit state, while the output vectors contain the 
expertise knowledge on the specific fault. 
During this supervised learning procedure, the connection strengths between the 
Institute for Environmental, Safety and Energy Technology Oberhausen 
Fig.1: ldentification of dangerous operating states in a chemical plant using neural 
networks 
neurons of the different layers are altered by means of a special learning algorithm, 
and an iterative procedure is used for reducing the error between the actual and 
desired (target) output vector when the trained network is checked with testing data. 
Finally, the basic knowledge is stored in the connection strengths as the so-called 
weight factors. Then, the neural network can also classify unknown pattern vectors 
correctly when they belong to the trained classes. Beside extracting suitable features 
of process states, it is important to choose the appropriate type and the optimum 
topology of the neural network. 
3. Experimental Equipment 
To teach the neural network, a laboratory reactor has been used at Oberhausen. It 
consists of a stirred tank reactor (2 1 steel vessel) with a jacket heat-exchanger, a dis- 
tillation column, feed tanks, valves, Pumps, measuring and control devices (Fig. I ) .  As 
a reference process, the esterification between acetic anhydride and metihanol was 
chosen. This exothermic chemical reaction can be controtled within a certain tempera- 
ture range. However, it has also enough self-reinforcing potential for heat production 
to investigate runaway phenomena as a function of temperature and concentration. 
To simulate wen dangerous process conditions which cannot be carried out in an 
experimental set-up, the process simulator SlMU was developed. Therefore, the 
process simulator and the experimental plant were wsed to train and lest the neural 
network for different normal and faulty conditions, In the present developing phase of 
the neurat network approach, the data sets arrt transferred from Oberhausen to 
Rossendorf via "lnternet". 

Fig. 3, the classification capability of a three-layer perceptron network with 10 hidden 
neurons is depicted. It has been trained using the six above-mentioned process states. 
The time domains of the trained process states are indicated by different colours as 
shown at the bottom of Fig. 3. To characterize the criticality of the respective states 
during interrupting the cooling, the colours of traffic light have been employed. For 
example, the red colour marks the class "danger of runaway", yellow labels "slight 
decrease of temperature", and green stands for the process state "dosagelreaction". 
The colours dark blue, magenta, and light blue indicate the states "cooling", "heating", 
and "tempering", respectively. 
In the upper part of Fig. 3, the classification behaviour of the trained perceptron 
network regarding the learning data simOl7 is represented. As the comparison with 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 
Time [min] 
State reclassification of a simulated reaction process using the perceptron 
network (1 411 016); the sequence of the really simulated process states (simOl7) 
is shown in the reduced diagram at the bottom 
the desired results, given by the reduced diagram at the bottom of the Same figure, 
shows, this perceptron network is capable of correctly reclassifying the trained se- 
quences of the defined state classes when a cooling failure occurs. Even if untrained 
reaction sequences, which are also illustrated in Fig. 2, were offered, the network 
could correctly assign the different process states. An evidence for that is shown in 
Fig. 4 where the classification results for the untrained reaction process sirn020 are 
depicted. Although the dominating process states occur in the outputs of the neural 
network after some delay, all the classes are identified correctly. The reason for the 
slight delay might be the use of an " I  -from-n" classification, which acsigns the data for 
a given time only to a single class. However, this partially contradicts the real process 
conditions in the reactor where two classes could be sirnultaneously active, especially 
in a region of transition, e.g. between the classes '~dosagelreaction" (green) and 
'danger of ninaway" (red-marked) in Fig. 4. Moreover, it was found that neural net- 
works can also identify any process states in a laboratory reactor if suitable features 
for the related class (process state) are available. For exampie, the process state 
"calibration" (red-brown coloured) was additionally diagnosed by introducing the 
0 5 70 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 
Time [min] 
State classification of the untrained reaction process sim020 using the 
perceptron network (1 411 016) trained with data simOl7 
calibration power into the feature vector The feature vector includes among other 
values the temperatures of the reactor, the jacket and the coolant reservoir, the 
temperature gradient in the reaction mass, the reactor pressure, the dosing mass 
rates, and the number of stirrer revolutions. In total, the feature vector comprises 19 
elements. 
Figure 5 shows the classification results for a semibatch process in a laboratory re- 
actor. lnitially, methanol and sulfuric acid (catalyst) are put into the reactor vessel, and 
then they are heated ("heating", magenta), calibrated ("calibration", red-brown) and 
50 100 150 200 250 300 
Time [rnin] 
Flg 5 State class~fication of a reaction process measured in the laboratory reactor 
jv1708knf usmg the perceptron network (1 911 517) 
tempered ("tempering", light blue) to keep the reactor temperature at 50°C (set point). 
At time t = 106 min, acetic anhydride has been charged into the reactor over one hour. 
Due to the heat production of the beginning reaction, the reactor temperature in- 
creases very fast. This is classified by the network as a "danger of runawayJ'. However, 
a thermal explosion is avoided by intensively cooling the reactor jacket. This sup- 
presses the self-acceleration of the reaction rate (yellow) and a normal reaction 
process is ensured (green-coloured state '~dosagelreaction"). 
It should be noticed that, before the end of charging (t = 155 min), the neural network 
already recognizes the process state "cooling" (dark blue), because, due to the con- 
sumption of methanol, there is no heat production but there are still heat losses. The 
following process states characterize different classes in adjusting the set point of the 
reactor temperature. Again, the correlation between the classified and given condi- 
tions, the later are shown at the bottom (Fig. 5), is an evidence for the ability of the 
neural network to diagnose the true sequence of the process states in a real reactor 
(e.g. also a state where the reactants of the hold-up were consumed by the reaction). 
Compared with neural networks, a fuzzy classifier provides a poor classification rate 
(75-90 %) at least in recognizing the measured process states. As it can be seen from 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 
Time [m ~ n ]  
Fig.6: Sequence of the relative membership assigned by fuzzy pattern classification 
for the measuring data v1708kn 
Fig. 6, the fuzzy classifier assigns the states "calibration", "danger of runaway","slrght 
decrease of temperature", and "dosagelreaction". On the other hand, it has diffrcultres 
to distinguish between the process states "heating", "cooling", and "tempering" (see 
also Fig. 5). The error of this classifier is mainly caused by the continuous transitions 
of some features (e.g. temperature) of the learning data at the boundary of the 
classes. This contradicts the fuzzy boundar~es of the classes when applyrng the fuuy 
pattern recognition which presumes a clustered structure of the features over the 
different classes. 
5. Conclusion 
The application of neural networks to identify dangerous process states in chemical 
reactors has been investigated. The efficiency of the neural network approach could 
be proved by data sets of a reference process which were delivered both from simula- 
tion Programmes and measurements in a laboratory reactor. First results show that the 
three-layer perceptron network provides promising assignments to normal and faulty 
states of the investigated reference process. 
Future work is necessary to investigate all possible fault states and to test the behav- 
iour of the classifiers during simultaneously occurring several faulty states (common- 
mode faults). Furthermore, it should be examined whether a neural network trained 
only by sirnulation data can also be applied to fault detection in experimental plants. 
industrial tests of this supervision method are the aim of a foilowing project. 
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REMOTE MONITORING OF UKRAlNlAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
M. Beyer, H. Carl, K. Nowakl, P. Schumann, A. Seidel, F.-P. Weiß, J. Zschau 
Ac part of the Programme implemented by the German Ministry af Environment, Nature 
Conservation and Reactor Safety to woperate with the CENTRAL AND EASTERN EURO- 
PEAN STATES and COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES in the area of nuclear safety, 
a technical system to improve operational monitoring has been designed, specifed and 
established since 1992 as a pilot project by the RESEARCH CENTRE ROSSENDORF and 
the TECHNISCHER ÜBERWACHUNGSVERE~N HEI LAND with a significant wntribution from 
the state scientific and technical centre of the Ukrainian supervisory authority in the 
Zaporozh'yeIUkraine nuclear power plant. 
The Zaporozh'ye nuclear power plant is located about 500 km south east of Kiev on the 
southem bank of the Dnieper River, which is dammed-up to the Kachovska storage 
lake. It has six uniform units of the type WER-1000N-320. With an electric output of 
6,000 MW this nuclear power plant is the largest nuclear power generator in Europe at 
present. 
The technical system complements existing operational checking and monitoring facili- 
ties by including modem means of information technology. it enables concentration on 
a continuous monitoring of the state of unit 5 in normal operation and in cases of ano- 
malies or incidents so that when recognisable deviations from the regular plant opera- 
tion occur, the Ukrainian supervisory authority can immediately inquire and if necessary 
impose conditions on the operator. The radioiogical and meteorological parameters at 
the nuclear power plant location are monitored to the extent nac9ssary to assess the 
current radiation situation and to implement effective emergency managment mea- 
sures. 
The parameters to be monitored were selected on the basis of Getman and intema- 
tional experience using the criterion of being able to observe and evaluate the adhe- 
rence to the foilowing four protection aims 
PI Assurance of reactor shutdown 
P2 Assurance of core cooling 
P3 Assurance of heat removal from the primary circuit and assurance of its integrity 
P4 Assurance of the integrity of the containment 
in connsction with nine monitoring tasks Wich refer to cartain parts of the plant, 
mediums, processes and plant conditions. 
These monitoring tacks are: 
M1 General plant condition 
M2 Banier effectiveness 
M3 Radioadivity inventories 
M4 Release of radioactive substances into the air 
M5 Immissions into buildings and surroundings 
hM3 Registration of #e rnetmrological conditions 
M7 Release of radioactive substances into water 
M8 Operational monitoring threshold values 
M9 Plant wndition in the event of anomaly or incidentlaccident. 
While the protection aims for the various pressure water reactor types may be general- 
ly valid, the monitoring tasks are specially tailored for the Zaporozh'ye nuclear power 
plant. 
The advantage of these procedures is that monitoring the protection aims in wnnection 
with control tasks is self-redundant and complements the monitoring of limit values and 
wnditions of safe operation which the operator has to carry out in accordance with the 
Operating instructions. 
On the basis of the protection aim and control tasks wncept 
49 different safety related operational parameters of the wre and unit 
18 radiological parameters of the unit and the plant site and 
6 meteorological parameters 
are permanently and automatically rewrded, monitored and evaluated. 
Fig. 1 shows schematically the parameters which are selected for monitoring. The w- 
lors characterize different parts of the unit and the plant. The wlors approximately 
mark the monitoring tasks but not the protection aims. For example the parameters 
indicated in the red-marked pressure vessel charaderize the states of the nuclear pro- 
cess and of the primary circuit (part of the general plant wndition Mi). Additionally, 
they enable to observe the assurance of three protection aims: reactor shutdown (PI ), 
core cooling (P2) and heat removal (part of P3). This fact demonstrates the mmplexity 
of the monitoring procedures: The actual values of the single parameters are compared 
with their limit values for various monitoring tasks. After that the results of the 
comparison are combined to logical information which makes it possible for final 
wnclusions related to the assurance of the protection aims. 
The technical system set up in the Zaporozh'ye nuclear power plant is hierarchically 
strudured (fig. 2). The operational parameters are down-loaded by the TRANSFER 
COMPUTER UNJT 5 and the radiological and meteorological data by the TRANSFER COM- 
PUTER AUXILIARY BUILDING 2. There they are checked, condensed individually or in 
monitoring-specific links to logical data channels and transferred as data packages at 
one-rninute intervals to the SERVER and to the ON-SE COMPUTER in the laboratory 
building. In the ON-sm COMPUTER the process and plant Status is evaluated by compa- 
ring the wrrent data with monitoring-specific limit values and by wmbining the limit 
value violation of different parameters. 
The monitoring-specific limit values generally lie above the operational tolerante va- 
lues to prevent any restrictions of the operator's room for manoeuvre but necessarily 
below the approved limit values set by the authorities and below the load limit values 
specified by the manufacturers, respectivety. 
If no violation of the protection aims is found, the users receive an information data file 
every 10 minutes, only. Excess of threshold values causes a report to be sent to the 
users in the Zaporoge Centre (authonty) arid in the administration building (On-site- 
inspector and operator). In view of the importance and possible effects of excess, there 
are three different information levels cailed NOVCE D, WARNING 4 and ALARM Q. 
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Fig. 2: The structure of the technical system 
A Notice L1 is sent to the authority and the operator in the event of a breakdown 
in redundant measuring lines or safety systems if it reduces safety margins. The 
report consists of a short verbal communication on monitor and logging printer, 
the indication of the rneasuring point or the system and the repair deadline which 
must be complied with. The notice is automatically cancelled once the cause has 
been eliminated. 
A Warning 4 is conveyed to the users in the event of a violation of at least one 
protection aim. It consists of verbal communication and signalling on the monitor, 
entry in a warning journal and the output of actuat values and limit values for the 
monitored parameters which can be linked to the protection aim violation. This in- 
formation should serve to give the trained specialist an overview of the process 
and plant status which emerged. The receipt of waming must be acknowledged by 
the users. A state of waming may only be cancelled when the authority gives its 
consent and no further protection aim violation has occurred for a fairly long 
period. 
An Alarm 8 in the technical system is triggered if in case of a protection aim viola- 
tion a process or plant status is reached which for safety reasons requires inten- 
sified monitoring. This is always necessary when incidents or accidents occur 
such as in the International Nuclear Event Scale INES for significant events in 
nuclear engineering installations. Whereas in all states from normal operation to 
waming the operational information is transmitted to the users at ten-minute 
intervals and the radiological-meteorological data at sixty-minute intervals, in the 
state of Alarm the intervals between two consecutive transmissions is shortened 
to one and ten minutes, respectively. Moreover, the conditions of the Warning 
state are valid, too. 
Due to the above-mentioned different infomation levels the aigorithms for the automa- 
tic evaluation are very complex. Additionally, the algorithms use different threshold va- 
lues for different purposes to detect limit value violation and they combine the threshold 
overcrosses of different parameters for different conclusions. Therefore, the algorithrns 
must be based on the actual values of selected parameters and their threshold viola- 
tions compared with the values one minute before as shown for the parameter smer- 
gency flood tank level FTL in fig. 3. 
Test operation of the technical system to improve operational monitoring, instalfed in 
1995 with German support in the Zaporozh'ye nuclear power plant, was conmenwd at 
the end of 1995. 
Following the completion of the User software by the scientific and technical mntre of 
the Ukrainian supervisory authority and the operator, in which the Gernan Partners will 
participate in a consultative capacity, and the establishment of evidence of reliability 
under nuclear power pfant conditions, the industrial testing phase of the system will be 
started in the rniddle of 1996. 
The technical system is uniqwe in tems of its effective monitoring of nuclear power 
plants with VVER-1000 reactors in the Central and Eastern European stattrs and in the 
CIS. The modular and Open structure of the systern rnakes it possibie to &end the 
monitoßng ts aff six units and to connect more users. 
Fig. 3: Example of an algorithm of the automatic evaluation 
Parameter T-39, core flooding tank level (FTL), using two different threshold values ltvl and ltv2 for minimum water level. 
A NOTICE €3 is given to the Users, if the actual value of the parameter FTL crosses the monitor-specific threshold values 1tv1 
or lhr2, independently of its positive or negative trend. Because of the safety relation of this parameter an information 
diannel failure (ERROR) is equivalent to undercrossing the lowest threshold ltv2. 
condition of FTL 
m < Hhrl AND 
NOT EQU EAROR 
AN5 F] 
F=rL>ttVz 
crossing threshold algorithm producing different NOTICES if the actual represen- 
tiv value undercrosses or overcrosses the threshold values 
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A COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR THE EVALUATION 
OF CONTAMINATED SlTES 
W. Ferse, T. ~eitz', U. Schneider 
1. lntroduction 
In the last years contaminated sites have become a relevant problem in Gerrnany. In1 
Saxony about 20.600 sites are suspected to be contaminated. About 8.000 of them are 
old dump sites, 12.000 are former industrial and commercial sites and 600 are former 
military sites [I]. Additionally, the involved state offices are faced with the problem of 
radioactively contaminated areas caused by the former uranium mining in Saxony. 
Now, intensive efforts are undertaken to start necessary and efficient remediations. 
Remediation planning has to be based on a systematic registration of suspect sites 
and on the availability of a uniform evaluation tool for environmental hazards. 
2. The Environmental Information-System in Saxony 
In order to solve the above described problems Research Centre Rossendorf (FZR - 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf) together with the responsible institutions of the State 
of Saxony have built up a registration and evaluation system for sites which are 
suspected to be contaminated. 
This system is to support the responsible state offices with the uniform evaluation of 
the hazard potentials of suspected sites or mines and with the preparation of analysis 
plans. Further, the system is to relieve the staff of their routine work and makes availa- 
bie the experts knowledge to them. Moreover, the system contributes to a standardisa- 
tion of the evaluation process. 
Figure 1 shows the structure of this system. The lines between the objects only repre- 
sent the data flow. On-line data connections do presently not exist. 
2.1 The Knowledge Based System XUMA 
The knowledge based system XUMA is installed at the Saxon State Authority for Envi- 
ronment and Geology (LfUG - Landesamt für Umweltgestaltung und Geologie). XUMA 
is a joint project of the Institute for Applied Information Science (IAl - Institut für Ange- 
wandte Informatik) of the Karlsruhe Research Centre (Kernforschungszentrum Karls- 
ruhe) and the State Authority for Environmental Protection of Baden-Württemberg 
(Landesanstalt für Umweltschutz Baden-Württem berg). 
The main component of XUMA is a knowledge base consisting of two Parts. The first 
Part includes the criteria, tables and rules for the evaluation of contaminated sites. The 
second part relates different branches of industry with the corresponding types of 
1. Technical University of Dresden 
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Fig. 1: Structure of the registration and evaluation system in Saxony 
waste, toxic substances and analysis Parameters. This part is the basis for the prepa- 
ration of analysis plans. 
Additionally XUMA provides a knowledge acquisition module. This module enables the 
expert User to modify and complete both parts of the knowledge base. The module 
allows the manipulation (addition, modification, deletion) of objects and rules without 
any experience in programming. Editable objects are for instance evaluation criteria, 
evaluation tables, evaluation rules, branches of industry and reference value tables. 
The XUMA acquisition module even offers a Graphical User Interface. Rule editing is 
supported by an editor which represents the editabie components in a natural lan- 
guage. So the system allows an easy permanent update of the knowledge base and to 
implement new parts of the evaluation method. 
Now FZR in cooperation with the Technical University of Dresden has developed a pro- 
gram generator which enables to generate two programs from the XUMA knowledge 
base. These are the site-evaluation program GEFA and the program for anatyis plan- 
ning. That way, these two programs reflect the current state of XUMA's knowledge 
base. Both programs run under MS-Windows and do not need any additional software- 
environment or database. So they can be applied through the environmental offices 
responsible for the district ( L W  - Landratsamt) and through any engineering oHice. 
Figure 2 shows the process of program generation. As displayed in this figure, also an 
additional file with the criteria structure is derived from the knowledge base. This fife is 
used to update the data structure of the external database (SALKA) in which site spe- 
cific investigation data are stored. 
This paper only presents the program GEFA. The anafysis planning program which is 
designed to derbe an analysis plan for chemical and physical investigations is descri- 
bed in detail in severai publications of the !Al [6,7,8]. The generation of analysis pfans 
is based On the knowledge about the wastes comming up from different industries, 
external 
site database 
4 -  howledge 
database 
I I I  
XUMA 
interface-files 
sourcecode 
Fig. 2: Process of program generation 
about the toxic substances and about appropriate analytical parameters for these sub- 
stances. This knowledge is stored in the XUMA knowledge base. 
2.2 The program GEFA 
GEFA is developed for local use in engineering offices and LRAs. GEFA enables a 
systematic investigation, data acquisition and a uniform evaluation of sites suspected 
to be contaminated. At present the evaluation methods for the paths groundwater and 
soil are implemented. 
Data acquisition and site evaluation is carried out by the involved engineering offices. 
GEFA offers a data acquisition tool, checks data consistency and evaluates the chek- 
ked data. The evaluation method used in GEFA will be described later. The GEFA out- 
put consists of different evaluation protocols and a Set of interface-files. These inter- 
face-files contain all collected data and the evaluation results in a standard data 
exchange forrnat. So they can be read into the central database-system SALKA. 
Figure 3 shows the dataflow around GEFA. 
The protocols and the files are transferred to the LRAs. Each LRA of a governmental 
district stores the data in the database SALKA and transfers a copy to the responsible 
state office (StUFA - Staatliches Umweltfachamt). The StUFAs also transfer a copy of 
the received data to the LfUG. At LfUG the complete data of the State of Saxony are 
available. 
2.2.1 The Evaluation Method 
The evaluation method supports the first evaluation of sites suspected to be contarni- 
nated on the basis of limited informations. With this method it is possibie to determine 
external 
site- 
database 
- I database 
Fig. 3: Dataflow around GEFA 
priorities with regard to the environmental hazard and to derive further 
needs. 
In Saxony four levels of evidence are considered during the evaluation 
levels of evidence are characterised by the type of finished investigation. 
evidence are: 
investigation 
of sites. The 
The levels of 
historical investigation is finished (limited information completed with 
assumptions concerning the substances and the geological situation but wit- 
hout any chemical and physical analyses) 
orienting investigation is finished (more detailed information with a limited Set 
of samples and chemical orland physical analyses) 
detailed investigation is finished (detailed information concerning the substan- 
Ces, the transport of substances etc.) 
investigation for remediation is finished 
The method implemented in GEFA is only useful for the levels BN1 and BN2. 
For evaluation purposes, the environment near the site has to be subdivided into four 
different media to be protected (ground water, surface water, soil and air). For each of 
these media a separate evaluation has to be carried out. The evaluation method consi- 
ders the contaminated site as the emission point and the media to be protected as the 
immission point. Big and nonhomogeneous sites can be separated into smaller areas, 
huge media to be protected can be separated into different objects. Figure 4 shows the 
possibilities of separation. GEFA can evaluate each combination of areas and objects. 
Such a combination is named evaluation object. 
immission 
Fig. 4: Local structure of site 
The method implemented in GEFA assesses the evaluation object relative to a dome- 
stic or industrial reference site. For that a Set of evaluation criteria is defined. The! 
GEFA-user can specify each of these criteria for the site he wants to evaluate. After 
that, GEFA assesses the specified criteria by means of the implemented rules and 
tables and determines criteria-specific risk values which are hazard-increasing or - 
decreasing factors relative to the defined reference site. In Saxony these risk values 
do not consist of single numbers but of a weighted average connected with an evalua- 
tion range (best/worst case). If the user is not able to specify a criterion because of the 
restricted available information about the site, GEFA uses a so called standard risk 
value with predefined average and range. 
The evaluation criteria are categorized into five steps which have to be carried out 
sequentially. Each of these steps represents a kind of risk. The steps and their 
meanings are shown in figure 5. 
hazard potential 
hazard potential of the site 
I I I1 
importance, 
measurements 
present hazard I 
contaminated site medium to be protected 
ro hazard potential of substances 
m1 hazard-increasing by the transport of substances out of the site 
mn hazard-increasing by the transport into the medium to be protected 
mn1 hazard-iocreasing by the transport and effects of substances in the medium 
to be protected 
mIv significance of the medium to be protected, measurements 
Fig. 5: Meaning of the evaluation steps 
The evaluation steps are separateiy accomplished. In each step all risk value compon- 
ents (average, range) of all criteria are added. The calculated evaluation results of the 
steps are named ro, ml, mit, mlll, mlv corresponding to the step narnes. These five 
steps result in a numerical risk value rlv of the site. The calculation of this site risk 
value rlv is carried out in the following manner. 
The rnathematical operations are carried out for each component of the risk values 
separately. So also rlv consists of a weighted average and a range: 
Depending on the tevef of evidence this risk value allows the following conclusions. 
The level of evidence and rl~,,,,„~ allow to derive the necessary kind of activity. 
Possible kinds of activities are: 
A registration of site with no further investigations or inspections 
B leave out of further investigations with the demand for an inspection after a 
certain time 
C leave out of further investigations with the demand for continuous technical 
control measures 
E further investigations are required (not enough information for decision) 
The risk value rlv„ determines the priority ranking among the different sites. 
The value of the range between rlv,kst and rlv is a measure for the uncer- 
tainty of the result. This uncertainty results from the limited information. If all 
necessary information for a site were available the value of the range between 
rlv,best and rlv„,t will becme zero. The use of averages and ranges follows the 
principle that missing informatioln must not lead to a lower risk value. 
Figure 6 shows the dependence of the activities on the evaluation level and the risk 
value. 
o 1.0 2.0 3.0 risk value r~v, 
I I I I b lev..~I * " ;E' 
level BN2 
level of f 
evidence 
Fig. 6: Activity matrix 
Activity EI-2 means that investigations and evaluation on level BN2 has to be execu- 
ted. Activity E2-3 means that further investigation (level BN3) has to be carried out. 
These further investigations (level BN3) are not supported by GEFA. 
The explanation for this step by step investigation method is that the costs for investi- 
gations rapidly increase from one level of evidence to the next one. With the help of 
this method many costs can be saved if actions A...C can be derived at a lower level of 
evidence. 
3. The Application of the Program GEFA 
The program GEFA includes the standard methodoiogy for evaluation of sites suspec- 
ted to be contaminated at fower levels of evidence (section 2.2.1, "The Evaluation 
Methodu). GEFA was developed on behaff of the Environmentat Ministry of Saxony. 
The program system GEFAlXUMA is the official site-evaluation program of Environ- 
mental Ministries in the states of Saxony and Baden-Württemberg. This has become 
possible trough the concept of knowiledge acquisition and program generation. GEFA 
uses the Same rnsthodology for both states, only the knowledge bases cliffer con- 
cerning the crjteria and rules. 3n this way GEFA could also be applied in other states 
provided that the Same basic evaluation methodology is used as described in section 
2.2.1, "The Evaluation Method". 
GEFA 2.1, a first interim version without knowledge acquisition, has been applied in 
Saxony since the end of 1994. About 1.000 versions of GEFA 2.1 were handed out to 
LRAs, StUFAs and engineering offices. This version only includes the evaluation 
method for the medium groundwater. In December 1995 the development of GEFA 3.0 
was finished. All user-experiences of version 2.1 have been taken into consideration 
during the development of version 3.0. This version offers the full functionality descri- 
bed in this Paper. GEFA 3.0 will be applied in Saxony and Baden-Württemberg from 
the beginning of 1996. At this time the saxonian knowledge base will include the eva- 
luation method for groundwater and soil. 
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THERMOCAPILLARY PHENOMENA 
AT FREE LIQUID SURFACES 
OR LIQUID-LIQUID INTERFACES 
V. Galindo, G. Gerbeth, V. Kolevzon, J. Priede 
1. lntroduction 
lnterfacial tensions of any kind can cause considerable fluid flows at liquid-liquid inter- 
faces, besides the usual buoyancy driven convection. Such tensions can be due to 
temperature or concentration gradients, and via the interface tension dependence on 
these quantities a fluid flow driving force occurs which, in turn, can lead to serious bulk 
motions. Flows of this kind are called Marangoni flows, or thermocapillary and soluto- 
capillary flows, respectively. It turned out that Marangoni flows play an important role in 
many technological processes like crystal growth from the meit, two-phase flows, 
welding processes, etc. Many fluid flow experiments in Microgravity research pro- 
grammes are devoted to study these flows since under earth conditions they are diffi- 
cult to investigate due to the dominating buoyancy convection. In the following we 
summarize the related research projects performed in the MHD group. 
2. Marangoni driven bubble motions 
If a liquid drop is placed in another matrix fluid a buoyancy independent drop motion 
occurs if a temperature gradient is applied to the matrix fluid. This driving mechanism 
can have a serious, even dominating effect in many materials processing technologies 
and can be used e.g. in order to prevent sedimentation of a heavier component in vari- 
ous alloy production processes. 
The research project briefly described here is focused on basic research of single 
thermocapillary bubble motions. It is performed in close CO-operation with the "Zentrum 
für angewandte Raumfahrtforschung und Mikrogravitation (ZARM)" Bremen. Gravity 
free experiments are performed at the Bremen drop tower, numerical simulations at the 
FZR. 
The phenomenon of thermocapillary bubble motion is determined by two independent 
Parameters: the usual Reynolds-number Re and the Marangoni-number Ma (which is 
proportional to the applied temperature gradient and the coefficient of surface tension 
temperature dependence). A numerical finite difference code was developed in close 
cooperation with the Technion Haifa (Israel) for general (Re, Ma) values, but limited to 
the stationary case. A typical result is shown in figure 1. For increasing Marangoni 
number an increasing temperature tail occurs after the rising bubble which strongfy 
determines the bubble rise velocity. Good agreement was found between numerical 
simulation and the drop tower experiments as published in [I]. The project is in con- 
tinuation, focusing now on the unsteady drop motions and the rnotion of liquid meta! 
drops. 
Fig.1: lsolines of the perturbation form uniform temperature gradient for Pr=lO and dif- 
ferent Marangoni numbers. 
3. Absolute-Convective instabilities 
The theoretical analysis of fluid flow instabilities in convectively driven motions in plane 
fluid layers is usually divided into two approaches: 
A) theoretical analysis of the academic problem of an infinitely extended layer, 
B) numerical analysis of the real experimental situation with limiting sidewalls. 
Case A was up to now limited to the analysis of convective instabilities which are trans- 
ported with the mean flow, and are Iikely not the observable ones in a wall bounded real 
experiment. For a better physical understanding it would be highly desirable to estab- 
lish some bridge between A and B, i.e. to develop a theoretical description which keeps 
the 20 modelling of case A but takes into account the limiting and reflecting influence of 
any real side walls as in case B. Such a bridge is possible using the concept of abso- 
lute instabilities where a vanishing group velocity of the critical wave disturbance is re- 
quired. Here this approach was applied for the first time to a buoyancy-thermocapillary 
driven flow in a liquid layer heated from the side. First results of this new concept were 
published in 121. They lead to a much better agreement behveen theoretical infinite- 
layer predictions and experimentatly observed instabilities, as shown in figure 2. It is 
surprising that the usual convective type of instabilities cannot even qualitatively de- 
scribe the obsewed instabilities since it does not predict any multicellular convection. 
Contrary, the absolute instability approach can distinguish behveen steady and oscilla- 
tory instabilities and shows a good agreement with the experiment. 
AIGOO - CST ------ 
Experiment ----+---- CO0 -----------.F. 
steady multicellular - 
convection .. convection 
----- 
..-- 
-- stable 
0.5 
Bond number 
Fig 2: Experimental and theoretical critical Marangoni number for the onset of both 
steady multicellular (CST) and oscillatory convection (AIGOO) depending on the Bond 
number for 1 cSt silicon oil (Pr=13.9). Convective Oblique (COO) wave instability 
threshold is provided by the conventional theory. 
4. Marangoni experiments at a free gallium surface 
Almost all experiments on thermocapillary motions were performed with "usual" liquids 
(alcohols, silicon oils, etc.) possessing a Prandtl-number Pr larger than one. However, 
most of the materials processing problems contain Prcel liquids like liquid metals or 
semiconductor melts. Nearly no experimental data exist on Marangoni motions for this 
class of liquids. 
Therefore, a research project was initiated in the MHD group to built up special con- 
tainers, filled with a free surface liquid metal and allowing flow measurements induced 
by the application of an external temperature gradient. The crucial problem for this task 
is to prevent oxidation of the liquid metal layer since a free sutface is the essential pre- 
condition for any Marangoni flow measurements. This project was performed in close 
cooperation with the Institute of Physics Riga (tatvia). The experts in Riga developed a 
sophisticated, but clever solution of this problem by the idea of a Finite Volume Vac- 
uum Technique. For details we refer to [3,4]. This technique gives for the first time the 
possibility to analyse the hierarchy of Marangoni flow phenomena in a Precl liquid. In 
fact, an axisymmetric basic flow and an oscillatory regime at higher temperature gradi- 
ents were found as expected by videorecording tracer motions on the liquid gallium 
surface. Surprisingly, a second non-axisymmetric stationary flow regime was found in 
the experiments, too. In addition, the flow direction of the axisymmetric basic flow was 
not the expected one, which can be explained only by an unusual, positive temperature 
coefficient of the liquid gallium surface tension. 
5. Laser light spectroscopy of liquid surfaces 
The precise knowledge of material properties like viscosity or surface tension is crucial 
for any profound analysis and handling of liquid melts. It is really surprising which lack 
of data still exists today for liquid metallliquid alloy melts. For instance, the scatter 
found in literature for the surface tension temperature derivative of liquid gallium is up 
to the sign! Therefore, it was decided to built up an own measuring technique in order 
to determine liquid properties. The Laser Light Scattering (LLS) technique was chosen 
as it is described in [5]. This relatively precise technique is attractive since it allows not 
only to measure surface tension and viscosity, but also typical surface quantities 
(elasticity modulus, surface viscosities) if some layering of any kind (oxide film, melt- 
vapour layering, lipid monolayers) is present at the liquid surface. This optical System 
was built up and tested with well-known liquids like ethanol showing exact agreement 
with the literature data for surface tension and viscosity. First measurements with the 
gallium containers described above confirm the positive temperature coefficient of the 
gallium surface tension already to be concluded from the Marangoni flow measure- 
ments. 
It is worth to emphasize that the LLS experimental stand is not limited to liquid metal 
measurements, but could serve as unique measuring possibility for a tot of chemical 
Systems as well. 
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1000 ROOFS PHOTOVOLTAIC PROGRAMME - RESULTS IN SAXONY 
U. Rindelhardt, G. Teichmann 
1. lntroduction 
More then 2000 small grid coupled PV systems (total power 5.2 MW) were installed in 
Germany in the frame of the 1000 roof photovoltaic programme between 1991 and 1994. 
About 10 % of the power are located in Saxony (see Fig. 1). The aims of the programme 
were to get know-how in design, installation and operation of such systems. This paper 
summarizes the main results reached in Saxony, for details see [I]. 
Fig. 1: Grid coupled PV system mounted on the roof of a one family house 
2. Irradiation conditions in Saxony 
Fig. 2 shows the regional distribution of the annual irradiation measured in the tilted 
modul planes in the years 1993 and 1994. For the most parts of Saxony typicat irra- 
diations between 1000 and 1 1  00 kWh/m2 were found. Only in higher regions of the 
Erzgebirge the irradiation decreases below 1000 kWh/m2, and in the north West park of 
Saxony the annual irradiation is more than 1 100 kWhlm2. In contrast to earlier results 1131 
in the region around Leipzig the highest irradiation was measured. Generally the saxon 
irradiation values correspond to the mean irradiation values in Germany. 
An important probfem for large scale use of photovoltaic energy is the synchronity of the 
insolation in greater areas. A small geometric correlation length can be used for a 
regional compensation (or stabilization) of photovoltaic energy over a greater area. Fig. 
3 shows the daily irradiations measured at 4 different locations in Saxony (locations See 
Fig. I )  during a typical sum- 
mer month in 1994. A large 
mm af s y n c h ~ i t y ~ f o u n d ,  
only during few days a "com- 
pensationn between the lo- 
cations is visible. Remarka- 
ble daily compensation ef- 
fects can therefore be ex- 
cluded in Saxony (area 
about 18000 square kilo- 
meters). This conclusion 
holds stronger in the territo- 
ry of the regional energy 
suppliers. A possibly in- 
creasing use of photovoltai- 
cly generated energY is the- Fig. 2: Distribution of the annual irradiation in Saxony at tilted 
refore connected with new module planes (measurements in 1994 and 1995) 
demands on the power and 
load management in the 
tions. 
3. Solar energy generation 
For comparing the results of different PV 
systems the photovoltaic energy EPV is 
usually rated to the PV generator power PN. 
The final yield YF is defined by 
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 
YF=EPV/PN. days Fig. 3: Synchronity of the daily PV energ~y 
Fig. 4 shows the mean monthly course of produced by 4 PV systems 
the yield for all investigated systems during 
Ses follow directly the particular irradiation. 3-- 
The monthly differences between different 
years reach 30 %. A mean annual yield of .z5-- 
nearty 690 KwhIkWp was found in all the 2 
years. The yield differs remarkably (up to $ 
20%) between the investigated systems , $'p5-' 
Wich indicates weak points in the used com- F -- 
ponents. 
0.5-- The measurement of the irradiation G in the 
modul dane ailows a dee~er analvsis of the 0 3  
photo;oltaic energy gen&ation. T~ ie  Perfor- 0 2 4 mnth 6 B 10 12 
mance Ratio PR is defined Fig. 4: Saisonal course of the Yield 
with the irradiance HSTC=1000 W/m2 at 
standard test conditions. The Performance 
Ratio is a measure of the energy losses 
caused by meteorological reasons and by 
the properties of the system components. 
The annual mean values of PR measured at 
20 systems were found to be 67 % with a 
weak saisonal dependence. Fig. 5 shows 
the saisonal course of PR measured at 5 
systems equipped with the Same module 
type (M55,Siemens Solar). The annual me- 
an PR of 79 % is clearly higher than the me- 
an value of all monitored systems. However, 
the conspicuous systematic differences bet- 
ween the systems indicate specific energy Fig. 5: Saisonal course of the performance 
losses in the individual systems. The visible Ratio (systems with identical module types) 
decreases of PR in some summer months 
are connected with system failures (mostly caused by inverters), during the winter months 
the Snow covering of modules results in low PR values. The Performance Ratio is there- 
fore a very sensitive indicator for the eff iciency of a PV system. For the interpretation of 
the differences visible in Fig. 4, the measurement of the PV generator and the inverter 
efficiencies are needed.That will be done in the next years. 
4. PV energy use in private households 
The use of photovoltaic energy by the private owners of the PV systems is described 
through the solar fraction fs 
with the total annual energy consump- 
tion EV and the direct use fraction fd 
with E+ being the energy supplied to 
the grid (i.e. surplus energy at the 
moment of generation). At fixed size 
of the PV system (it determines the 
energy production EPV) both given 
parameters depend on the total ener- n] . 
-4 
gy consumption (economic or gene- - o  P 40 eil 80 160 
rous use of energy) and on the syn- W Y  
chronity between the pnvate energy Fig. 6: Direct use fraction as function of solar 
demand arid the energy produc- fraction (90 private households,Saxony 1994) 
tion. 
The investigations showed, that the annual energy dernand of private househotds fiving 
in one or family houses can be covered by PU systems even in Germany (fs=100%). 
A 5-kWP-system prodwces 3500 kWh/a, which is clearly above the mean electricity 
%Cl9 
demand of german households. With contemporary techniques such a PV System needs 
a roof area of only 50 m2. 
Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the direct use fraction from the solar fraction measured 
at more than 90 systems in 1994.The indicated mean curve shows, that only for (energe- 
tically minor) solar fractions of lower than 30 % a direct use of about 60 % can be found. 
Consumers with high solar fractions reach small direct use fracions only. In this case the 
important role of the public grid as "energy storeu is obvious. 
5. Conclusions 
In the frame of the 1000-roof-photovoltaic-programme in Saxony 150 grid coupled PV 
systems with different technical designs were installed. The presented results demonl- 
strate the technical potential of such systems for future energy supply. Some identified 
deviations in the performance of the systems have to be investigated in more detail. The 
demands on the future grid management caused by the operation of "semistochastically" 
generating PV systems could be deepely clarified. 
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lnvestigation of thermo-fluiddynamic single effects 
E. Krepper Participation in thermal hydraulic tests 
H. -M. Prasser In 1995 natural circulation experirnents were carried out at the 
H. Ringel Russian ISB-VVER test facility. They were initiated and scientifically 
W. Zippe planned by the Institute of Safety Research. Pre-test calculations 
were perforrned with the thermal hydraulic code ATHLET. The 
experiments airned at the study of the natural circulation for 100 and 
200 kW core power, which corresponds to  decay heat rernoval 
conditions of VVER-1000 reactors. In addition to the standard 
instrurnentation, needle shaped conductivity probes of RCR were 
applied to rneasure the void fraction. The results have shown 
significant flow instabilities. Their nature was explained by rnodel 
calculations. Two types of instabilities were found: A periodic loop 
seal clearing and oscillations caused by density waves. 
In cooperation with the Engineering Faculty of the Technical 
University Dresden natural circulation instabilities were investigated 
at the DANTON test facility. Again, needle shaped conductivity 
probes were applied. The possibility of geysering in boiling water 
reactors was studied in detail. 
N. Kossok Development of Pattern recognition rnethods 
H. -M. Prasser Pattern recognition rnethods are used to evaluate the capability of 
P. Schütz uitrasonic transrnission signals for two-phase flow rneasurements. 
The work was concentrated on the elaboration of a cornplex 
Programme environrnent for the test of pattern recognition rnethods. 
Experiments at the new two-phase test loop were started. A linear 
auto-regressive prediction rnodel was found to  be optimal for 
extracting the cornponents of the pattern vector. This rnethod 
provided correct identification rates of up to  90%. The results are 
the basis for the developrnent of an ultrasonic measuring device, 
supported which is able to deterrnine the volurne flow rates of both the liquid 
by BMBF and the gaseous phase sirnultaneously. 
F. Hensel Application of radio tracers 
The features of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) were studied 
concerning their applicability for two-phase flow measurements. The 
work was focused on the rneasurernent of the density in foarns using 
solid positron sources, and on the observation of mixing phenornena 
in a bubbly flow by introducing liquid tracer solutions. For the 
density rneasurernent, experirnents with solid foarns were perforrned. 
lt was shown ihal: due to  the srnall rnean free path of the positrons 
densities down to 20 kg/rn3 can be rneasured without problerns even 
if cornparatively massive walls of pipes or vessels have to be 
penetrated. This is the outstanding advantage of positrons, which 
generate well penetrating gamrna-radiation when they annihilate. 
Based on the experimental data an optimized Sensor configuration for 
density rneasurernents is under development. 
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Concerning the use of liquid tracers, experiments on turbulent mixing 
in the liquid phase of a bubbly flow were carried out. The transient 
distribution of the tracer concentration was visualized. The 
measurements are being evaluated. Additionally, preliminary tests on 
liquid drainage in a cell foam were performed. 
Development of conductivity probes for two-phase flow 
measurements 
A special kind of a needle shaped conductivity probe for the 
diversieve water level detection in boiling water reactors was 
developed. Test pieces of the probes and the related electronics were 
manufactured and tested under reactor-close conditions (7 MPa, 
saturated water). The level detector will be installed in a test facility 
at the site of a German BWR. 
Two-phase flow lab 
The two-phase flow loop for the test and calibration of measuring 
methods was completed for operation with air-water mixture at 
atmospheric pressure. It is equipped with flow meters for both 
phases before mixing. The volume flow densities can be varied in a 
wide range (air: 0 - 12 mls, water: 0 - 4 mls). The profile of the 
volumetric gas fraction is displayed by an array of 8 needle shaped 
conductivity probes located at different radial positions. The 
operation with steam-water mixture is being prepared (heating power 
20 kW). The design pressure of the loop is 2.5 MPa. 
A small scale facility for the investigation of depressurization 
processes in chemical reactors was built up and used for pressure 
relief tests. The runaway reactions were simulated by a simple 
carbonate decomposition reaction. Emphasis was given to the 
characterization of the influence of surface active components upon 
the discharge of the liquid phase due to entrainment effects. It was 
found that even low-molecular-weight alcohols in a concentration 
range of 1 % can iead to a drastic increase of the entrainment. This 
has to be considered in the design of pressure relief Systems. 
Thermalhydraulics and neutronenkinetics for accident analysis 
U. Grundmann Coupling of the thermo-hydraulic Code ATHLET with the 3D neutron 
D. Lucas kinetic core model DYN3D 
S. Mittag The reactor core model DYN3D was coupted with the ATHLET 
U. Rohde thermal hydraulics code in two basically different ways. In the so 
called internal coupling, the neutron kinetics parr of the DYN3D code 
replaces the 1D kinetics of ATHLET. This requires high Software 
efforts. In the external coupling, the whole core is cut out from the 
ATHLET plant model and is completeiy described by DYN3D. The 
values of pressure, mass ffow rate, enthaipy and boron concentration 
at the bottom and at the top of the core have to be transferred 
between the codes. This coupling is effectively supported by the 
General Control and Simulation Module (GCSM) of ATHLET. Almost 
no changes of the single programs are necessary. For plausibility 
testing of the code coupling, comparative calculations between point 
kinetics, internal and external coupling were performed. 
In addition to coupling with ATHLET, further improvement and 
validation of DYN3D was accomplished including: 
development of a DYN3D option for fuel cycle calculations, 
improvement of core loading description, and control rod 
modelling, 
- extension of the neutron physical data base by including the 
KASSETA macroscopic Cross section library, 
- extension of the coolant mixing model for downcomer and 
lower plenum for variable mass flow rates, 
participation in the 3rd Benchmark task of the "Atomic 
Energy Research" association for dynamic code validation, 
comparison of calculated reactor Parameters (reactivity 
coefficients, effectiveness of control rods, critical boron 
supported b y concentration) with measured values from unit 5 of NPP 
BMBF and Saporoshje (in the frame of a Support project of the BMU for 
partially b y BMU the Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Ukraine). 
U. Grundmann Development of a DYN3D-version for quadratic fuel assemblies 
Based on the Computer code DYN3D for transient analyses of 
reactors with hexagonal fuel assemblies a new neutron kinetic model 
developed for quadratic fuel assemblies was implemented. The 
application of parallel processors for the solution of the complex 3- 
dimensional neutron kinetic equations with the help of a nodal 
method was taken into account by using a special scheme for inner 
iteration. Steady state calculation of neutron fields on a 4 processor 
workstation SUN SPARC 10/514 show a speedup being close to the 
theoretical value. 
An important step of code validation was the participation in the 
NEACRP rod ejection benchmarks for PWR. A good agreement with 
the published reference solutions was obtained for different power 
levels and control rod positions. Calculation of cold water injection 
and overpressurization transients in a BWR were carried out. Since 
no reference solutions exist the results were compared with other 
solutions. The DYN3D results are comparable with the most realistic 
results provided by the other codes. 
E. Krepper Verification of the thermal hydraulic system code ATHLET 
U. Rohde The Institute for Safety Research contributes to  the verification of 
F. Schäfer the system code ATHLET. The work is based on the 
recommendations o f  the International Working Group on Verification 
Matrix for Thermal Hydraulic System Codes applied for VVER 
analysis. A series of post-test calculations of experiments at different 
integral test facilities was performed. Concerning the Russian type 
WER-1000 reaczor, the SB-VVER is the only available test rig up t o  
now. It is located in Elektrogorsk near Moscow. The scaling ratio is 
1 :3000. During the past, post-test calculations were conducted for 
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hot and cold leg break tests with small leaks and different injection 
modes of the high pressure core cooling system. During 1995, the 
natural circulation test (mentioned under "participation in thermal 
hydraulic tests") was analyzed. It was shown that ATHLET is able to  
describe the transient behaviour in satisfying agreement with the 
experiments. 
Further, post-test calculations were made for a 1 %-cold leg break 
test at the Hungarian test facility PMK with primary bleed. The 
natural circulation instabilities, which occurred during the test were 
analyzed in detail. The results were compared with RELAP cal- 
culations, which were carried out by AEKl Budapest. Finally, the 
detailed analysis of the IAEA Standard Problem Exercise SPE-4 (7% 
cold leg break with failure of the high pressure injection system) was 
completed. Secondary bleed and feed was presumed as an accident 
management measure. The influence of different nodalization in 
ATHLET was studied. 
Simulation of thermo-fluid dynamic processes in chemical engineering 
Investigations an thermo-fluid dynamic processes in chemical 
reactors and storage tanks were carried out using 1D and 2D fluid 
f low models developed in the RCR and the 3D computational fluid 
dynamics code FLOW3D. 
Further activities were concentrated on depressurization process 
simulation and foam behaviour. By means of a 1D thermo-fluid 
dynamics model, experiments of the University Hamburg-Harburg on 
depressurization of CO, gas-liquid systems were reproduced with 
good agreement. The development of an advanced theoretical model 
for the simulation of blow down systems was started (supported by 
Vol kswagenstiftung). 
Concerning foam modelling, a partial model for cell foam has been 
elaborated. This model will be integrated into a 1 D thermo-fluid 
dynamics code for the simulation of blow down processes. 
Depressurization processes of chemical reactors have to  be optimized 
aiming at fast and effective pressure decrease with minimum mass 
discharge out of the reactor vessel. Foamc can influence the 
depressurization rate significantly because of liquid entrainrnent into 
the discharge line. lt is also important for the efficiency of gas 
removal and natural circulation in electrolytic cells. A two-bubble- 
class model was developed. It has been tested against experimental 
data from an experimental mock-up. The work is supported by UHDE 
GmbH and will be continued. 
Another safety relevant problem in chernical technology is the 
heat-up rate of Iiquids in storage t a n k  in case of external fire, An 
own 2D fluid dynamics Code and the Code FLOW3D revealed thar the 
process of heat-up is basically different for bottom and side wall 
keating. fhe calculations provided a consistent underctanding of 
experimental results obtained in VKTA. 
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Setting-up of a radioisotope laboratory for mechanical testing 
For testing radioactive material specimens from reactor pressure 
vessels or from internals an appropriately licensed radioisotope 
laboratory is needed. The rebuilding of such a laboratory which has 
t o  meet the requirements of the German licence procedure is going 
On. Design and building conditions were examined by  the TÜV 
experts. The concept provides the capability t o  perform Charpy V 
impact tests, static and dynamic fracture mechanics tests, anal 
tensile tests. The construction of the containment for the testing 
facilities has been finished. All preparative work to develop the 
testing techniques has been accomplished, too. Thus, the cold tests 
can immediately be started after the installation of the containment 
is completed. 
Correlation between mechanical and fracture mechanics 
parameters 
In the framework of a joint project with BAM Berlin, University 
Magdeburg, and University Bergakdademie Freiberg correlations 
between mechanical and fracture mechanics pararneters were 
investigated for ductile pressure vessel steels. The contribution of 
the RCR was the examination of the influence of irradiation. In 1995 
preliminary work was performed. It included the takeover o f  
irradiated specimens from the Rheinsberg NPP, decontamination, and 
deposition of the specimens. Moreover, the neutron fluence monitors 
were dismantled and prepared for evaluation. 
Since on the one hand the establishment of reliable correlations 
between mechanical and fracture mechanics parameters must be 
based on a representative number of tested specimens, and on the 
other hand the amount of irradiated material is very restricted a 
special reconstitution procedure was developed. This reconstitution 
technique aliows to produce new specimens from already tested half 
Charpy-V probes and so to  triple the number of available tests. 
Due t o  a newly developed short-time welding technology and t o  
eiectro-erosive machining the reconstituted specimens possess the 
Same mechanical properties as the original Charpy-specimens. 
Determination of crack resistance curves 
In elasto-plastic fracture mechanics several methods for determining 
stable crack resistance curves are applied. Ultrasound is appropriate 
for "nondestructive" in-situ measurements of crack propagation and 
has some well-known advantages over other single-specimen 
methods (compliance, electric potential method). The basic 
phenomenon for crack growth monitoring in this technique is the 
diffraction of ultrasound at the crack tip. Receiving and transmitting 
angle-beam probes are symmetrically placed on the notched side of 
the test specirnen. The time of flight of the tip-diffracted echo is 
measured. It is a main disadvantage o f  the method that the received 
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US echos are the result of superposition. of different modes, mode 
conversion and wave propagation ways. Therefore, the interpretation 
of the received signals is not trivial. In order to  achieve a better 
understanding of the sequence of received pulses the experiments 
were modelled by the elasto-dynamic finite integration technique 
(EFIT, developed by Langenberg and coworkers at the University of 
Kassel) taking into account the actual testing geometry. The 
simulations were capable of reproducing the most important 
features of the measured echo trains and allow to interpret the 
individual echoes. The time of flight of the tip-diffracted transverse 
wave is not only influenced by crack propagation but by bending, 
too. The results stimulated modifying the technique by applying 
longitudinal instead of transverse waves. 
Microstructural processes during crack initiation 
Before ductile crack initiation the microstructure goes through 
irreversible damages like dislocation pile-ups or jungles, particle 
fracture or decohesion, and microvoids formation. The extent of the 
damage depends on the stress state and on the material. Small 
microstructure defects can be detected by small angle scattering. To 
investigate the microstructural changes within an inhomogeneouc 
deformation field with a steep stress gradient a finely focussed X-ray 
beam of high intensity is needed. The beam scans the damaged field 
step by step. Such experiments were carried out at the 
MICROFOCUS beam line of ESRF in Grenoble. Beams of 1 50 p m  X 15 
pm and 2 pm X 2 p m  were used to  scan a field of 4 mm X 2mm with 
a step width of 200 pm and a field of 0.1 mm X 0.08 mm with a 
step width of 5 pm, respectively. These fields were ahead of the 
crack tips of bended specimens from pure or alloyed Al. The 2- 
dimensional small angle scattering Pattern was measured in the Q- 
range of 1 0-2... 1 0-0 nm-' . The scattering effects show the infjuence 
of the deformation fields near the crack tip. Reduction, processing 
and interpretation of the large quantity of the obtained data are still 
problematic. 
Irradiation defects in reactor pressure vessel steels 
The nature of the irradiation-induced precipitates in the VVER 440- 
type 15Kh2MFA steel has been investigated by combination of srnall 
angle neutron scattering and anomalous srnall angle X-ray scattering. 
Above all, the influence of the thermal annealing was studied. Both 
techniques show that annealing redwces the volurne fraction 05 the 
irradiation defects but hardly changes the size of the defects. Even 
&er annealing with 550% the material state before irradiatilon could 
not be reproduced. According to  the Russian assessment procedure 
the state after 550 OC annealing is regarded like the inifiai 
seference state. From the point of view of these resuftc, this is 
only limitedly valid. 
J. Böhmert lnvestigation of wear testing by vibratory cavitation see former 
A test equipment was built which consists of a commercially 
available 20 kHz ultrasonic transducer with velocity transformer and 
horn, an adjustable power supply, a specimen holder, a double walll 
vessel containing the test liquid which is thermostatically controlled, 
and a sound protection box. The test specimen is repeatedly weighed 
or microscopically examined before testing and during test interrupts. 
The main results are the cumulative mass loss and the surface 
darnage versus time. The equipment was used to  test 4 Pm thick 
layers of TiN on bearing steel. The layers have shown high erosion 
resistance and high adhesive strength. The pre-treatment of the 
substrate surface and the deposit conditions influence the sensitivity 
against cavitation erosion. 
Simulation of radiation and particle transport 
H. -U. Barz Neutron Dosimetry 
B. Böhmer The BMBF project on the evaluation of the Rheinsberg irradiation 
J. Konheiser program was succesfully completed. Nevertheless the program was 
1. Stephan continued outside the BMBF project with the extraction of additional 
monitors, gamma-spectrometric analysis of the detectors, evaluation 
of rneasurements, transport calculations of fluences and spectrum 
adjustment. 
The irradiation of fluence monitors which were rnanufactured by the 
Research Center Rossendorf at Russian WWER-1000 reactors could 
be finished. 
Preparing the new BMBF-project (WWER-1000) which was 
announced for 1996 some important generalizations of the Monte 
Carlo code TRAMO were accornplished. The main activities were the 
implementation of the international code NJOY on the CONVEX- 
Computer and the developrnent of codes packages for generating 
the needed TRAMO-input forrnat on the basis of the results of 
NJOY. Now, it is possible to  use different numbers of groups and all 
modern data libraries as input data for TRAMO. 
Moreover, the possibility was prepared to take into account the 
distribution of the source neutrons over the fuel assemblies and the 
pins for WWER-1000 reactors. New generalized codes for generating 
time integrated sources considering the WWER-1000 specialities 
have beeen developed. The Monte Carlo code for the generation of 
optimal weights has also been irnproved. Now the optimal sequence 
of regions within the recursive calculation procedure can be 
calculated. 
H.-U. Ban Evaluation of the neutron activition originating from the 20 MeV 
B. Böhmer electron accelerator ELBE 
J. Konheiser The activation of the soil below a 20 MeV electron acceleratar 
foundations by photoneutrons has been assessed. This assessmeriit 
contributes t o  the safety design of the 20 MeV electron acceleratar 
ELBE. The neutron transport problem was solved by means of a 
special version of the Monte Carlo code TRAMO assuming a neutron 
source of 1012 nlsec and an energy distribution similiar t o  the fission 
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spectrum of uranium. The resulting volume integrated energy 
dependent fluxes (40 energy groups) were used t o  calculate activities 
produced in the soil. For the isotopic composition of the soil all 
constituents which could contribute to the activation, were assumed 
to  have the highest reasonably possible concentration. 
It was shown that the produced activities from all possibly generated 
nuclides were far below the permitted limits. 
Physics database of a plasma neutron source 
The Monte Carlo simulation codes TUBE for the neutral particle 
transport and FIT for the fast ion transport have been applied t o  
study the particle fields inside the "Gasdynamic Trap" facility (GDT) 
at the Budker Institute Novosibirsk during nonstationary experiments. 
The codes have been specifically prepared so that their mathematical 
models correspond with the physical conditions t o  maximum degree. 
A special series of experiments was devoted to  the investigation of 
the interaction between neutral gas and fast ion population. To take 
this interaction into account a first approximation was achieved: the 
energetic neutrals that have been generated in a FIT simulation 
assuming a constant neutral gas distribution were considered as 
source for the TUBE calculation. The comparison of numerical and 
experimental results for the neutral gas still shows considerabie 
discrepancies. 
The guiding centre simulation code that has been developed for the 
nonlinear fast ion transport in the proposed neutron generator has 
been applied for checking some important assumptions of the 
project. The calculated neutron yield shows the feasibility of such a 
neutron source for material research. 
The FIT code has been parallelized and implemented on an 8-node 
Parsytec PowerXplorerTM and on an 128-node System of the Parsytec 
GC-series installed at the Technical University Chemnitz. In 
comparison to  the code application on the RCR'c computing Server 
CONVEX C3820 a remarkable gain in efficiency could be achieved. 
Ion tumor therapy 
A one dimensional Monte Carlo code was developed and succesfully 
tested for the investigation of the space dependent energy deposition 
of the ion projectiles and projectile fragments depending on the 
energy and type of the incidenting ion and the material composition 
of the medium which can consist of an arbitrary sequence of material 
layers of different compositions. Moreover, the fiuences of different 
particles are given for each layer. 
Different usually applied corrections and the energy stragglin~ are 
taken into account. Various models of the reaction kinetics can be 
used. 
The projectile fragmen3ation is treated by a number of different 
models mainly using results obtained by Sihver. Codes are deveioped 
for the representation of fragmentation cross sections and fragmen- 
tation yields which give these quantities for a grid of energy points 
and for different material cornpositions. So the resulting libraries can 
be easely used by the Monte Carlo code. 
A nurnber of one dimensional arrangernents of rnaterials was 
evaluated to  estirnate the influence of different rnodels and data 
libraries and especially the influence of different fragrnentation 
rnodels. Furthermore, sorne calculations were perforrned to  cornpare 
the results with available experimental data. 
It can be stated that the fragmentation rnodels give rather large 
differences especially for the yields of fragrnents but the influence on 
the results of the energy yield is small. All available experimental 
Bragg-curves are reproduced with good accuracy even with different 
fragrnentation rnodels. The influence on the fluences of the Single 
fragrnents is in general greater. 
Mechanical integrity of technical systems and process monitoring 
E. Altstadt Analytical modelling of mechanical vibrations of VVER-440 primary 
G. Grunwald circuit components using finite elements 
M. Scheffler The project contributes to the irnproved evaluation of the rnechanical 
E-P. Weiß integrity of the soviet-type VVER-440 reactors especially, t o  a 
sensitive early failure detection and t o  the localization of rnechanical 
darnages of reactor cornponents by means of vibration monitoring. 
For that purpose the rnechanical vibration of all prirnary circuit 
cornponents was rnodelled by finite elernents. Modeling was built on 
the finite elernent code ANSYSO. 
The interaction between the coolant flowing in the downcorner and 
the vibrating cornponents has been considered by a fluid-structure 
elernent, which describes additional rnode selective damping and 
intertia due to the coolant displacernent when the downcorner 
geornetry changes. 
The calculation rnodel was adjusted using results frorn experimental 
vibration investigations. To sorne extent data frorn earlier 
rneasurernents were available. But additionally dedicated experirnents 
had to  be perforrned at original VVERs. Now, the rnodel can be 
regarded to be widely verified. 
Mainly it was applied to  clarify how hypothetical darnages of reactor 
internals influence the vibration signature of the prirnary circuit. Such 
kind of darnage sirnulation is an appropriate rneans to find sensitive 
rneasuring positiones for on-line rnonitoring and to  define physically 
based threshold values. 
In principle, the rnodel is even suited t o  estirnate the loads of reactor 
cornponents which rnight be irnposed by external events (explosion, 
earthquake). 
The project was finished in Decernber 1995. 
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Fluid-structure-interaction 
The flow between a cylindrical pendulum and fixed outer tube was 
investigated experimentally and numerically. Near a pendulum in air, 
pressure measurements were performed to  verify - at first - an 
analytical formula describing the added stiffness caused by the 
streaming air and - at second - the assumed boundary condition at 
the outlet of the annular gap. A Computer code being able to  
calculate the laminar velocity field of the fluid was developed. 
Leak localization and estimating leak rates 
A neural-network approach has been developed for localizing leaks 
and estimating the leak rate in pressurized plants with cornplicated 
three-dimensional structures. The capabilities of the method were 
demonstrated with simulated leaks at a VVER-440 reactor vessel 
head. Features for characterizing a leak were extracted from RMS 
values of acoustic emission sensors, coherence values, and from 
power spectra of microphone signals. Three-layer perceptron 
networks were found to be best suited for leak localization and for 
estimation of leak rates. However, the estimation of leak rates 
required an additional neural network because a different 
normalization procedure was necessary for extracting features from 
the RMS values of the acoustic emission sensors. Perceptron 
networks with continuously valued outputs corresponding to the 
coordinates of the leak positions were useful for classifying even 
positions which had not been offered during training. 
Early detection of dangerous states in chemical plants 
Within the framework of a joint project with the Institute for 
Environmental, Safety and Energy Technology Oberhausen 
(UMSICHT), a supervision method for dangerous process states in 
chemical batch reactors is being developed. In this project, UMSICHT 
is responsible for developing a process simulator and for setting-up 
a laboratory reactor, while the RCR develops a supervision approach 
based on pattern recognition. The efficiency of neural networks and 
fuzzy pattern classification has been proven when monitoring an 
exothermic chemical process, i.e. the esterification between acetic 
anhydride and methanol. Data Sets delivered by both a process 
simulator and measurements in a laboratory reactor were used for 
training and testing the state classifiers. First resvlts show that 
perceptron networks provide promising classification resultc and that 
they might be successfully applied as an additional supervision 
method to Support the Operator in decisions rnaking under criticai 
by BMBF situations in chemical plants. 
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Realization of a rernote monitoring system for the improved opera- 
tional rnonitoring of the Ukrainian nuclear power plant Zaporozh'ye - 
Second level of reaiization - 
A technical systern to  irnprove operational rnonitoring of the 
Zaporozh'ye NPP was established as a pilot project by Research 
Centre Rossendorf and Technischer Überwachungsverein Rheinland 
with a significant contribution from the State Scientific and Technical 
Centre of the Ukrainian Supervisory Authority. The technical systern 
cornplements existing operational checking and rnonitoring facilities 
by including modern rneans of inforrnation technology. It enables 
continuous rnonitoring of the state of unit 5 in normal operation and 
in case of anomalies or incidents so that when recognisable 
deviations frorn the regular plant operation occur, the Ukrainian 
supervisory authority can immediately inquire and if necessary 
impose conditions on the operator. The radiological and 
rneteorological parameters at the nuclear power plant location are 
rnonitored to the extent necessary to assess the current radiation 
situation and to irnplement effective ernergency managernent 
rneasures. Trial operation of this technical systern was comrnenced 
at the end of 1995. Thus, supervisory authority and operator have 
been able to fulfil their rnonitoring duties more efficiently than be- 
fore. 
Hazard ranking and risk management for waste deposits 
W. Ferse An expert systern for the evaluation o f  contaminated sites 
T. Reitz The expert systern XUMA-GEFA is a tool for the systematic 
U. Schneider registration of sites suspected to be contaminated, for the uniform 
evaluation of the environrnental hazard and for the deterrnination of 
priorities for further investigation. XUMA-GEFA is used in Saxony 
and Baden-Württernberg and was developed in cooperation with the 
Research Centre Karlsruhe. 
The rnain cornponent of XUMA is a knowledge base. Its scientific 
content can be rnodified and cornpleted by the expert User of the 
state-agency by means of a knowledge acquisition rnodule without 
having experience in programming. 
The site-evaluation prograrn GEFA was developed for the external 
data acquisition, the check of the data consistency and a uniform 
evaluation of suspect sites. 
An additional prograrn deriving analysis plans for chemical and 
physical investigations and GEFA are generated automatically frorn 
the XUMA knowledge base, so that the whole prograrn system 
supported b y works consistently. Together with the database Systems used in the 
SMU t w o  federal states a closed cycle of information is achieved. 
S. Kruber Applied decision analysis for remedial decisions at contaminated sites 
W. Ferse In 1995 the work on the case study for a waste disposal site in 
Saxony was continued in collaboration with the Saxonian Ministry of 
the Environment and the Saxon State Institute for Environmental 
Protection . This test case is a large waste disposal site located near 
Hoyerswerda. The Open cast coal mining in this region created large 
holes and lowered the groundwater level about 50rn. Such a hole 
was filled with rnunicipal waste between 1970 and 1990. After the 
closure of the coal rnines, the groundwater level raised again, so 
large parts of the waste disposal site are now under the water level. 
This results in a large ernission of pollutants into the groundwater. 
With the Support of the decision-rnakers at this site a set of criteria 
for evaluating different rernediation concepts was established. 
According to the criteria, the results of all concepts were estirnated. 
For this purpose rnany sirnulation rnodels and algorithrns had to  be 
constructed and the input data necessary for these rnodels were 
extracted frorn knowledge-bases and by cornparing the situation at 
the test site with sirnilar, better inwestigated rernediation cases. 
Additionally, rnany facts could be derived by consulting rernediation 
cornpanies. 
Additionally, a case study was initiated which evaluates the 
possibilities of prescriptive decision analysis for ernergency 
supported by SMU managernent at technical-urban cornplexes. 
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Heat and mass transport measurements 
The bubble transport rneasurernents at the sodiurn facility have been 
finished. A new test section for MHD-turbulence and heat transfer 
rneasurernents has been installed. Main feature of this new test 
section is its flexibility regarding different inserts like honeycornbs, 
turbulence Promoters or electrical isolations, respectively. The 
perforrned turbulence measurements show very distinctly the typical 
properties of two-dimensional MHD turbulence: Strongly increased 
turbulence intensities transverse to  the rnagnetic field without 
increase of the overall pressure drop. These results are irnportant for 
the design of liquid rnetal cooling circuits. The rneasurements are 
based on own developed potential probes. 
Numerical simulation of MHD flow around a cylinder 
The calculations have been finished for the 2d-case. The 3d stability 
analysis was developed and irnplernented nurnerically. The 2d results 
are in contradiction to the Iiterature but give for the first time correct 
results for a broad range of Parameters. In the 3d case the results are 
in good agreernent with the recently found hierarchy of flow 
transitions in the standard Karman vortex street. First calculations 
with rnagnetic fields reproduce the experirnentally observed tendency 
to  longwave instabilities. They show also a non-expected 
destabilizing influence of the steady magnetic field, 
Marangoni flows at free liquid meta1 sutfaces 
The theoreticai investigations on the stability of thermocapillary 
flows and its control by means of external magnetic fields have been 
finished for a coplanar rnagnetic fietd. They show that the traveiling 
wave-fronts are rnore and rnore efongated parallel t o  the fieid 
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direction for an increasing magnetic field strength. Surprisingly, there 
is a critical Prandtl number of Pr =0.018 above which the elongation 
is not continuous but connected with a sudden jump. This effect is 
not experimentally verified up to  now. 
Experiments at free fluid surfaces 
Several rneasuring cycles have been performed with the special 
vacuum box for free liquid metal surfaces. For an increasing 
temperatur gradient a hierarchy of f low transitions was observed 
ranging from the laminar thermocapillary flow to  turbulence. For the 
first time thermoelectrically driven flows were clearly detected, also 
oscillating melting fronts. The experimental setup for the laser light 
scattering was put into operation. First measurements with water or 
ethylen gave very good agreement with the known data of surface 
tension and viscosity . 
Dynamo experiment for magnetic field selfexcitation 
The existing stability analysis for a planned dynamo experiment was 
extended to  a sensitivity analysis. Variation of experimentally 
relevant radii, wall thickness or wall conductivities defines optimal 
values for the experiment planning. A cooperation with hydraulics 
experts of Dresden University was started in order to prepare the 
pump design for the dynamo experiment. 
Renewable energies 
H, Futterschneider Investigations on photovoltaic (PV) systems 
Götze In the frame of the project "long term monitoring of PV systems" 
Tb. Ihle total 50  grid coupled PV Systems operated in Saxony have been 
U. Rindelhardt investigated in detail. A special equipment for analysing the energy 
G. Teichmann flow in such systems was developed. This PV system analyser allows 
as well the estimation of the module and inverter efficencies as I-U- 
characteristic measurements of the generator at operation condi- 
tions. First measurements provided relatively strong deviations of the 
rated generator power from the design values. A real photovoltaic 
energy production of about 800 kWh1kWp seems to be possible 
with grid coupled PV systems in middle Europe. 
supported 
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A second PV project started in 1995, concerns stand alone PV sy- 
stems. A traffic density Counter at a motorway is supplied by a PV 
generator and a new type of Ni-Cd battery. By monitoring the energy 
flow during the winter 1995196 the design criteria of the system will 
be verified and compared with other results. 
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Solar heat supply 
A pilot solar system for feeding solar heat into a small district hea- 
ting network was investigated in Freital near Dresden. A remote 
control and measuring system was used for continuously monitoring 
the system operation. In 1995, a specific energy of 322 kWh per 
squaremeter collector area was generated. Primarily due to the relati- 
vely high temperature level of the district heating network (55OC - 
58OC) this earn is somewhat lower than expected. The optimum 
solar fraction rate in future solar aided heat networks was estimated 
to be about 10  %. 
In another project the possibilities for integration of saisonal heat 
storages into solar aided heat networks were studied. The particular 
conditions for the installation of such storages at different, but typi- 
cal heat supply structures in East Germany were examined. It could 
be shown that in most cases such an integration makes sense from 
the technical point of view. A realizable project was not found mainly 
because of financial problems. 
Additionally the possible use of old mines as saisonal heat storages 
were investigated using the simulation programme TRYNSYS. Due to 
the bad surface/volume relation such caverns were found not t o  be 
suitable for this application. 
Wind energy ressources in Saxony 
In continuation of an earlier project the saxon wind energy ressour- 
Ces were more precisely estimated.By comparison with long term 
speed measurements of the geostrophic wind over Dresden, repre- 
sentative time series were seperated from the wind records of 12 
measuring stations in Saxony. Using the programme system WASP 
the wind energy potential was estimated in selected saxon areas. 
Taking into account the latest technology developments of wind 
energy converters (i.e. hub height, gearless generator, variable - 
speed) an important increase of the usable wind ressources was 
found. Many sites could be identified which allow an operation of 
wind converters with more than 2000 full power hours per year. 
Under the conditions of the German electricity feed law an economic 
operation is achievable. 
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